5 November 2012

Mr Nathan Petrus
Essential Services Commission of South Australia
GPO Box 2605
Adelaide SA 5001
Submitted by e-mail: escosa@escosa.sa.gov.au
Dear Mr Petrus

2011-2014 ELECTRICITY STANDING CONTRACT PRICE DETERMINATION – WHOLESALE
ELECTRICITY COST INVESTIGATION
Origin Energy (Origin) appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Essential Services
Commission of South Australia’s (the Commission) 2011-2014 Electricity Standing
Contract Price Determination – Wholesale Electricity Cost Investigation.
Origin has assessed the Commission’s Draft Determination and provides the attached
submission to:
demonstrate that there is not sufficient liquidity in the South Australia Futures
market to: (i) constitute special circumstances and therefore support reopening
the Electricity Standing Contract Price Determination (ESCPD); or (ii) use Futures
data as the basis for estimating the Wholesale Electricity Cost (WEC) under an
Electricity Purchase Cost (EPC) approach; and
express Origin’s concerns with the shortcomings of adopting an EPC approach to
regulated pricing in South Australia relative to the current Long Run Marginal
Cost (LRMC) approach;
provide specific feedback on the modelling conducted by the Commission’s
consultant, Frontier Economics (Frontier), and estimates of the WEC prepared for
the Commission.
Origin does not believe it is consistent with the legislation to reopen the ESCPD for the
relevant events said to constitute special circumstances. They are not of sufficient
magnitude to be considered “extraordinary” or of such a nature as to disturb the
fundamentals of the ESCPD.
Even if they were considered to be special circumstances, it cannot be said on any
objective measure that the relevant events exist with sufficient certainty to justify a
variation.
Finally, assuming the events are special circumstances, the Commission's approach to the
varied price determination is not appropriate. Origin has particular concerns with the
estimation of contract prices during peak periods using historic data and the construction
of an optimal contract portfolio for a prudent retailer.
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In our response, Origin also reiterates its position that using a market based methodology
to determine the WEC allowance of regulated prices will not reflect retailers’ actual
costs and will have a detrimental impact on South Australian electricity participants,
consumers and markets. Origin urges the Commission to reconsider this proposed
approach, particularly the material volatility it will introduce to consumers’ prices. An
alternative approach, such as LRMC based methodology, would give rise to outcomes
more consistent with the Government’s objectives and the statutory criteria.
Should you have any questions or wish to discuss this information further, please contact
Keith Robertson (Manager, Retail Regulatory Policy) on (02) 9503 5674.
Yours sincerely,

Phil Moody
Group Manager – Energy Market Regulatory Development
Energy Risk Management
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Executive Summary
Origin Energy (Origin) appreciates the opportunity to respond to the 20112014 Electricity Standing Contract Price Determination Wholesale Electricity
Cost Investigation, Determination of Special Circumstances, Statement of
Reasons, & Draft Standing Contract (Further Variation) Price Determination,
(draft report) prepared by the Essential Services Commission of South
Australia (the Commission).
The Commission has reopened the 2011-2014 price determination on the
basis that special circumstances exist. In the absence of such
circumstances, there is no power to take this step.
Having reviewed the Commission‟s draft determination of Special
Circumstances and the supporting consultants‟ reports Origin does not
accept that the relevant events constitute special circumstances.
First, the reopening of the price determination for the identified events is
not consistent with either the intent of the legislation or the Commission‟s
own interpretation of what constitutes special circumstances. The events
are not of a nature or extent that they could be considered to be
extraordinary or disturb the fundamentals of the price determination.
Recent developments in the wholesale electricity market do not indicate a
change in the forward wholesale cost of electricity that could warrant
reopening the existing wholesale electricity cost (WEC) component of the
current standing contract price. Accordingly, Origin does not accept the
Commission has jurisdiction or power to vary the price determination.
Second, even if the Commission‟s events were sufficient to constitute
special circumstances, neither event can be said to have actually occurred
in fact with sufficient certainty to justify reopening the Electricity Standing
Contract Price Determination (ESCPD).
In relation to the first event, policy uncertainty remains in relation to
carbon policy in Australia which continues to impact wholesale markets and
retailers‟ costs.
In relation to the second event it is evident from the analysis conducted by
the Commission‟s consultant Frontier Economics (Frontier) that, due to a
lack of Futures market liquidity, Frontier has encountered significant
difficulty in determining a revised WEC. The lack of liquidity makes the
estimation of peak period prices particularly unreliable. This is a critical
issue as in FY12 peak periods accounted for 68% of the total Pool cost, in
2009 accounted for over 90% of the total Pool cost.
There have been no trades of peak swaps for Q1 13 and Q2 13 and only
20MW for the balance of FY13. The lack of peak period swap contract
liquidity has required Frontier to derive peak prices for FY14 from historic
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data. Origin believes that using historic prices to determine a significant
component of the WEC is inconsistent with:
(i)
the Commission‟s view that liquidity has improved; and
(ii)
the EPC approach, an approach designed to ignore historic costs.
The issues Frontier has acknowledged in calculating a WEC using a market
based approach affirm Origin‟s previous submission to the Commission that
there is insufficient Futures trading data available to calculate a reliable
forecast of energy purchase costs (EPC) for a prudent and efficient retailer.
Therefore, there are no special circumstances. There is not sufficient
evidence of a change in circumstances that would justify reopening the WEC
component of the standing contract price.
Setting aside Origin‟s view that special circumstances have not arisen,
Origin has concerns with the proposed varied price determination.
Origin believes that the draft report fails to incorporate a realistic
allowance for the cost of purchasing energy in South Australia. The
approach adopted by the Commission does not take into account the actual
costs of supplying energy to South Australian customers, especially for a
large retailer servicing a significant mass market load. These costs are
driven by long term hedging arrangements such as investments in generation
and long term Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs), along with other hedging
contracts entered into over an extended period of time.
Origin is also concerned that the model contract portfolio applied by
Frontier to calculate a WEC does not represent the portfolio of a prudent
retailer. The portfolio applied infers a substantial Pool exposure under high
demand conditions, leading to variability in wholesale cost. If adopted, this
increased risk would need to be offset by a corresponding increase in
margin. This could be given effect by increasing the headroom allowance.
The WEC is the key component of the regulated retail tariff and so problems
arising from its determination will significantly impact retail tariffs overall.
If this draft determination is formalised, it will in the short-term result in:
regulated retail tariffs not being cost reflective, with standing contract
customers being subsidised by current retailers;
reduced ability for those recovering the regulated tariff to invest in
new products, innovation or marketing; and
a reduction in retail competition, further prolonging (and possibly
impeding) the transition to a fully deregulated market.
Furthermore, the method selected for estimating the cost of energy is likely
to result in long term impacts such as:
consumers being exposed to large swings in price in the future;
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a disincentive to invest in new generation facilities in South Australia;
and ultimately
higher electricity prices over time.
As such, if a varied price determination is able to be made, then a different
approach should be adopted. In those circumstances, Origin encourages the
Commission to:
reconsider the inclusion of long run marginal cost (LRMC) in the
method for estimating energy costs. This would better approximate the
cost of retailers‟ supply positions; or
recognise that:
o estimates for peak prices in particular have been based
on very little trading data and that, if the EPC approach
is to be maintained, peak prices should be based on an
estimate of LRMC for an OCGT; and
o the proposed market based approach is based on an
incremental contract market that only covers a small
proportion of the actual electricity volumes supplied to
South Australia‟s mass market customers. The modelling
therefore requires an escalation of forward contract
prices or inclusion of a substantial additional risk
premium to recognise the true cost of hedging the South
Australian mass market load.
o The contract portfolio does not have sufficient hedge
cover for a prudent retailer. The model portfolio should
have a greater quantity of hedge cover or a corresponding
adjustment to the Headroom should be made to account
for the increased risk assumed.
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1. Background
In December 2010, the Commission determined the Electricity Standing
Contract Prices to apply from 1 January 2011 to 30 June 2014. In setting
these prices, the Commission did not use the EPC method to determine an
allowance for wholesale electricity costs, as it had done in previous price
determinations. Instead, it used the LRMC of electricity generation in South
Australia. Its stated reason for this was that uncertainties over future
Government climate change response measures, and volatility in the
electricity wholesale market, made the task of establishing cost forecasts
for the regulatory period extremely difficult.
In June 2012, the Commission determined that there was sufficient evidence
of increased hedge contract market liquidity to prompt a review of the WEC
component of the ESCPD. In coming to this view, the Commission considered
that uncertainty over carbon pricing had dissipated and that trading in
hedge contracts had increased significantly. This view was reiterated in the
Commission‟s draft report, where it proposed an 8.1% reduction in the price
under the current ESCPD.
Origin made a submission to the Commission on 18 July 2012 regarding the
Discussion Paper that was released on 20 June 2012. In this submission,
Origin stated that it did not consider there to have been any indication of a
material change in circumstances that would constitute special
circumstances, triggering a reopening of the ESCPD. We outlined our view
that the low quantity of Futures traded in South Australia at present
suggested that there was insufficient Futures price data to calculate a
reliable forecast of EPC for a prudent and efficient retailer. We further
noted that the Commission‟s current LRMC methodology reflects the reality
of prudent and efficient retailer costs and leads to a less volatile tariff
component, reflecting the long term commitment associated with industry
investment. Our submission was supported by evidence of South Australian
electricity markets, as compared with those of other NEM regions, in
relation to:
traded volumes of Futures;
demand volatility; and
customer churn.
The Commission released its draft report on 2 October 2012. The draft
determination proposes a large reduction in the tariff by applying a lower
WEC allowance. This reduced WEC allowance is based on an assessment of a
model contract portfolio priced using Futures prices from 16 August 2012
and Frontier‟s forecast of Pool prices.
Origin has reviewed the Commission‟s draft report and provides the
following submission to:
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demonstrate that there is not sufficient liquidity in the South
Australia Futures market to: (i) constitute special circumstances and
therefore support reopening the ESCPD; or (ii) use Futures data as the
basis for estimating the WEC under an EPC approach;
express Origin‟s concerns with the shortcomings of adopting an SRMC
based approach to regulated pricing in South Australia relative to the
current LRMC approach;
provide specific feedback on the modelling conducted by Frontier and
estimates of the WEC prepared by the Commission.

This submission follows this structure.
Section 3 of this submission
addresses whether special circumstances exist and Sections 4 and 5 contain
Origin‟s submissions on the shortcomings identified with the Commission‟s
approach to setting the varied price.
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2. Context - Role of Regulation
The economic justification for price regulation is most apparent in
monopolistic markets where it acts as a proxy for competition. However, as
markets become competitive, the need for price regulation diminishes as
competing entities drive economically efficient market outcomes.
When effective competition exists, the sole potential role for continued
price regulation is as a “safety net” for those customers who, for whatever
reason, choose not to participate in the competitive market.
The Commission reached this conclusion in its Review of Retail Electricity
Standing Contract Price Path – Final Inquiry Report & Final Price
Determination 2010:
“The Commission believes that the role of the standing contract price
should be to restrain the potential exercise of market power and to
provide a safety net for small customers. It should not represent the
lowest sustainable energy price that might possibly be derived.”1
The Commission further noted that facilitating greater competition in the
energy retail market is important in promoting economic efficiency, and
therefore in furthering the long term interests of energy consumers.
The Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) echoed this view in its
Review of Energy Market Frameworks in light of Climate Change Policies –
Final Report:
“If a competitive retail energy market is to emerge and thrive, it is
critical that regulated energy prices are set in a manner that does not
hinder the development of competition. Competitive retail markets
will not develop where prices are set at a level which precludes
discounted, competitive offers being made to customers. This implies
that prices should be set to act as a safety net for customers unwilling
or unable to take up a competitive, unregulated market offer rather
than in an attempt to mimic the outcome of a competitive market.
Where prices are set by a regulator over a longer timeframe, ensuring
competitive “headroom” in the initial price determination is vital.” 2
In a similar manner the Productivity Commission‟s recent draft Electricity
Network Regulatory Frameworks report observed that:
“However, once contestability between retailers is achieved, retail
price regulations have little role to play, with competition among
suppliers serving consumers‟ interests most appropriately and keeping
prices in check over the longer term.
1

Page A-30. Available at: http://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/library/101208ElectricityStandingContractPrice-FinalPriceDetermination-PartA.pdf.
2
Pages 61-62. Available at: http://www.aemc.gov.au/Media/docs/Review%20Final%20Report9f02959f-0446-48ba-89a1-5882d58e11fd-0.PDF.
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Retail price regulation should not be used to address affordability
issues, including by keeping prices artificially low. Doing so, even for
short periods, can deter the entry of new retailers, cause the exit of
existing retailers, and thus reduce potential competition, which
ultimately leads to inferior outcomes for consumers in the longer
term.”3
Origin supports this view that regulated retail prices should be set in South
Australia to act as a safety net to protect customers. We are concerned
that the WEC allowance proposed in the draft report does not recognise the
effectiveness of competition in the South Australian retail electricity market
and no longer aligns with this safety net objective.
Price regulation should not supersede the competitive market forces that
currently exist in South Australia. The AEMC concluded in its Review of the
Effectiveness of Competition in Electricity and Gas Retail Markets in South
Australia – Second Final Report4 that effective competition exists in the
South Australian markets. At present, there is little to suggest that
competition is not effective; customers are clearly exercising choice, with
78% of South Australian residential customers having moved away from a
regulated tariff.5 Conversely, from the perspective of retailers, competitive
market offers are assured by competitive forces that curtail any opportunity
for over recovery from overestimated prices.
The setting of regulated prices within a competitive market subjects
retailers to an asymmetric risk; any under recovery of costs from low
regulated prices (that function to suppress market offers generally) leads to
lower margins, yet competitive forces curtail any opportunity for retailers
to over recover in circumstances where regulated prices are overestimated.
Retailers therefore bear the risk of underestimation of WECs, but will not
benefit from overestimation of these costs.
Setting a regulated price in order to produce perceived short term benefits
could have significant negative effects on long term supply-side incentives
(as described more fully in section 4.4), particularly when the price is set at
the lowest identifiable short term energy price. Reduced supply-side
incentives will in turn exacerbate price increases over the longer term.
The role of price regulation in South Australia should only be a transitory
one, efforts should be directed towards assisting customers to take
advantage of the benefits of competition. For example, education and
assistance initiatives could help customers to understand, evaluate and
3

Electricity Network Regulatory Frameworks, Productivity Commission Draft Report, Volume 2, Oct
2012, Australian Government Productivity Commission, available at
http://www.pc.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/120046/electricity-draft-volume2.pdf
4
Available at: http://www.aemc.gov.au/Media/docs/Review%20Final%20Report-9f02959f-0446-48ba89a1-5882d58e11fd-0.PDF.
5
ESCOSA Energy Retail Market – June 2012 Quarter reports that AGL SA‟s standing contract
constitutes 22% of residential electricity market share, available at
http://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/Content.aspx?p=368
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hence access competitive market offers. The South Australian Government
has committed to price deregulation through the Australia Energy Market
Agreement, and the implementation of this commitment should still be
pursued as a priority. Sustained price regulation has the potential to distort
and damage supply-side incentives. The effects of this are likely to
accumulate over time and reduce the efficiency of the South Australian
retail market, resulting in higher prices for consumers over the longer term.
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3. Special Circumstances
The Commission only has jurisdiction to make a determination that takes
effect as a variation of the ESCPD if the Commission determines that
“special circumstances” exist.6 The existence of special circumstances is
therefore a jurisdictional fact. The Commission cannot reopen the ESCPD if
special circumstances do not exist.
In its draft report, the Commission determined that there were “special
circumstances” that allowed it to reopen the ESCPD:
“the Commission has formed the view that the following are special
circumstances and has determined them to be so for the purposes of section
36AA(4a) of the Electricity Act:
the relevant policy uncertainties have been resolved through the

enactment of the Clean Energy Act; and
liquidity in the South Australian forward electricity contract market has

increased since the ESCPD and following the removal of the relevant policy
uncertainties, enabling a reversion to the use of the EPC-based approach for
the setting of the WEC allowance for the purposes of the ESCPD.” 7

Origin does not consider the Commission‟s draft finding that these events or
special circumstances exist to be correct either in law or fact.
First, it is not consistent with either the intent of the legislation or the
Commission‟s own interpretation of what constitutes special circumstances.
Second, even if the Commission‟s events were sufficient to constitute
special circumstances, neither event can be said to have occurred with
sufficient certainty to justify reopening the ESCPD.
Even if the two circumstances identified by the Commission as special do
exist, this is an insufficient reason to warrant a departure from the LRMC
approach, as it is a „reasonable methodology‟.
3.1

There is a high threshold for special circumstances

The Electricity Act 1996 does not contain a definition of “special
circumstances”.
However, it is clear from the policy behind its inclusion and the context that
there is a high threshold before special circumstances can be said to exist.
The policy intent as articulated by the Treasurer was noted in the draft
report:8
6

section 36AA(4a)(f) of the Electricity Act 1996 (SA).
Page 9.
8
Page 19
7
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Consistent with the recommendations of the NSW Independent Pricing
and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART), a price setting process of not less
than three years was legislated with some discretion for the Essential
Services Commission of South Australia (ESCOSA) to issue a new price
determination in the event of special circumstances, should it
consider it appropriate. It was the Government’s intent that “special
circumstances” should include extraordinary movements or changes in
a range of factors obviating the need for there to be a long list of
“pass through items”
The Commission itself has taken the view that special circumstances will be
those which are “events of a magnitude such as to disturb the fundamental
basis of an existing Price Determination so much as to require a new
determination to be made.”9
Origin does not express a view as to what should be the precise formulation,
other than to observe that:
the legislation provides for a 3 year price determination;
this reflects a policy intent to provide certainty to the industry; in
relation to which Origin considers that:
a price determination should not be reopened lightly and
ESCOSA‟s discretion to do so while broad, is not unconstrained;
the special circumstances must be of sufficient magnitude as to
go to the heart of the price determination such that, on any
objective measure, it can no longer be said to be correct.
The special circumstances identified by the Commission do not meet these
criteria. They are a perceived resolution of policy uncertainty and improved
liquidity to allow the use of a new methodology. Even if these events had
occurred they would not be “extraordinary” and do not disturb the
fundamental basis of the price determination. It cannot be said that either
event means the ESCPD no longer meets its statutory purpose.
The fact that neither of these events would justify a pass through
application by a retailer in any other regulated pricing regime of which
Origin is aware further supports Origin‟s view that these events do not
amount to special circumstances.
The Commission points out that it highlighted it would reopen the ESCPD in
the original decision:

9

Essential Services Commission of South Australia, 2011-2014 Electricity Standing Contract Price
Determination, Wholesale Electricity Cost Investigation: Determination of Special Circumstances,
Statement of Reasons & Draft Standing Contract (Further Variation) Price Determination, October
2012, page 19 and 54.
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“The Commission acknowledges that should an event occur during the
next regulatory period that leads to a material change in wholesale
electricity costs, a special circumstances review may be triggered. In
this event, the Commission would be required to make a new standing
contract price determination, albeit that the determination could be
limited to the remainder of the regulatory period, rather than for
another period of at least 3 years (as discussed in Chapter 9).
If the WEC decision were re-opened during the regulatory period, the
methodology for re-determining WEC could be decided at that time,
having regard to the circumstances of the market. Should there be
evidence to suggest that there has been a material change in WEC
during the period, the Commission would explore all relevant options
for re-examining the WEC, including the possibility of reverting to a
market-based approach.”
The Commission referred to an event that leads to a material change in
wholesale electricity costs. It is not clear how either of the events
necessarily meets this test.
These two circumstances do not, constitute “special circumstances” within
the meaning of the Electricity Act 1996. Origin therefore does not consider
that the Commission has jurisdiction to reopen the ESCPD.
In any event, the identified special circumstances relating to policy
uncertainty and liquidity are not sufficiently certain in fact to exist to
justify a reopening.

3.2

Resolution of Carbon Policy Uncertainty

Origin agrees that carbon policy uncertainty has been resolved in the near
term through enactment of the Clean Energy Act (CEA). However,
uncertainty remains in the medium term as there is a strong likelihood of
legislative repeal of the CEA should the Federal Government change at the
next election in 2013.
This continued carbon policy uncertainty is reflected in the electricity
Futures markets where contracts for FY14 and FY15 already trade at a
discount to comparable hedging products that allow for a price reduction on
repeal of the CEA, such as over the counter (OTC) wholesale supply
contracts. This means that, if Futures prices are used to assess wholesale
prices in the medium term (in the absence of repeal), they will dramatically
understate actual retailer hedging costs.
Given the lack of liquidity in the South Australian Futures market, an
examination of the more liquid New South Wales Futures market better
illustrates market discounting that is currently taking place to account for
carbon policy uncertainty. As at 12 October 2012, NSW base SFE contracts
for FY14 were trading at $60.21/MWh. The comparable AFMA clause
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contracts, which include a carbon clause addendum, were trading at
$42.60/MWh, to which $21.74/MWh (based on current NEM intensity and
carbon price) must be added as required by the carbon clause. The SFE is
therefore trading some $4.13/MWh (42.60 + 21.74 – 60.21= 4.13) below the
equivalent AFMA product due to the market‟s assessment of the probability
of repeal of the CEA, and therefore removal of the current Pool price
premium to account for carbon costs.
As such, continued carbon policy uncertainty is continuing to make the use
of Futures market prices problematic in terms of calculating the WEC.
It therefore cannot be said that the first „special circumstance‟ exists as an
objective fact, as only one aspect of the „relevant policy uncertainties‟ has
been resolved.

3.3

Market Liquidity

Origin does not accept the Commission‟s view that there is now sufficient
liquidity in the South Australia Futures market to demonstrate, firstly, that
special circumstances exist, and secondly to support the use of Futures data
in determining a revised WEC allowance.
The Commission‟s assessment of market liquidity indicates that less than
19% of FY12 Futures trades were in relation to contracts expiring more than
12 months after purchase.10 This suggests that there is minimal South
Australian Futures trading beyond a very short term period. In our
submission to the Commission of 18 July 2012, we provided Futures trading
data that confirmed there was very little out-year liquidity.11 This
assessment was consistent with data provided in AGL‟s submission. In this
submission, AGL noted also there was little open interest in the Futures
market,12 which further suggests that the market is relatively illiquid. As
Figure 1 below illustrates, while there have been some additional base
swaps traded since our submission on 18 July 2012 the position has not
changed materially over the last two months.
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Page 45.
Pages 3-4.
12
Pages 9-14. Available at: http://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/library/120718ElectricityStandingContractWEC-DiscussionPaperSubmission-AGL.pdf.
11
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Figure 1 - Volume of Quarterly Futures Contracts traded in South Australia
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The “peaky” nature of the South Australian mass market load profile, as
identified in the report by ROAM Consulting, means that peak periods
account for a high proportion of the total wholesale market cost. In 2012
peak periods accounted for 68% of the total cost of wholesale Pool cost. In
2009 they accounted for over 90% of total cost of Pool cost. In estimating
the WEC, it is therefore critical that there is sufficient trading data to
accurately estimate peak period prices.
The peak swap trade volumes shown in the chart above are detailed in the
table below. There is negligible trading volume for FY13, with no peak
trades for Q1 13 and Q2 13. It appears that Frontier has therefore derived
prices for these peak periods from the mid point of the bid/offer spread.
Table 1. Volume of Quarterly Futures Contracts traded in South Australia
Quarter
Q312
Q412
Q113
Q213
Q313
Q413
Q114
Q214
Base
Swap
Peak
Swap

1342
10

995
10

206
0

230
0

185
1
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0

20
0

25
0

Q314

Q414

Q115

50
0

20
0

0
0

Source: D-Cypha Trade as at 24 October 2012

Origin believes it is unreasonable to re-open the ESCPD on the basis of a
perceived improvement in contract liquidity, and calculate the WEC based
on Futures prices, when there are no peak Futures trades for half of the
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year to which the ESCPD period relates (Q1 2013 and Q2 2013) and only
20MW traded for the rest of the year (Q3 2012 and Q4 2012). Given the
significant impact of peak prices on the South Australian WEC, accurate
peak Futures prices (based on sufficient trading data) are a prerequisite to
application of an EPC methodology.
As figure 1 shows, there remains very little out-year Futures liquidity. The
difficulty in estimating prices for FY 14 is further compounded by the
inversion of peak and base prices that Frontier has identified (see section
5.4.
The Commission has argued that the lack of out-year liquidity is not an
impediment for the current decision as it is only setting a price to apply
from 1 January 2013. However the Commission proposes applying a
tolerance band to apply to prices adjusted from the FY13 price for FY14. As
the lack of out-year Futures market liquidity makes it impossible to
reasonably estimate FY14 energy costs, it is also impossible to determine
whether or not the proposed tolerance band will accommodate the likely
wholesale cost for FY14. Setting regulated prices for 6 months without
understanding WEC drivers, and therefore the likely direction of wholesale
costs beyond this period could lead to significant future tariff increases,
resulting in customer price shocks. Alternatively, estimating the WEC using
EPC methodology but in the absence of sufficient data could result in the
application of a cap (through the tolerance band mechanism) that does not
allow retailers to recover their reasonable (and foreseeable) wholesale
costs. This could have dire implications for the financial viability of
retailers, and therefore for security of supply.
Origin‟s view therefore remains that that there is insufficient liquidity in the
South Australian Futures market to demonstrate that the existing WEC has
materially changed, let alone that the second alleged „special circumstance‟
exists as a matter of fact. In any event, there is insufficient liquidity in the
South Australian Futures market to use Futures as the basis for estimating
the WEC.
3.4

Insufficient reasons to warrant ‘reversion’ to EPC

For the reasons set out above, the matters identified by the Commission do
not amount to special circumstances. It is not the case that the relevant
policy uncertainties have been resolved through the enactment of the CEA.
There is not sufficient liquidity in the South Australian forward market to
demonstrate that special circumstances exist or supporting the use of
Futures data in determining a revised WEC allowance.
Even if aspects of these were the case, that would still not constitute
special circumstances.
The 2007 Determination also used LRMC (largely due to similar concerns
about current circumstances) and the 2007 review “found that both a
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market-based hybrid LRMC/market-based approach were reasonable
methodologies”.13 The Commission also noted that Saha did not recommend
the EPC approach in 2010 due to what Saha considered to be an overly
simplistic approach to determining the „scaling factor‟. Therefore the EPCbased approach was not so entrenched and superior a method that a change
in the „illiquidity conditions‟ should necessarily result in a „reversion‟.
However, even if there was jurisdiction to make a varied price
determination, then the Commission should revisit the material data
deficiency that is impeding the application of the EPC and consequently:
reconsider the inclusion of LRMC in the method for estimating WEC.
This would better approximate the cost of retailers‟ supply positions;
or
recognise that:
o prices, in particular peak prices, have not been estimated
on the basis of robust data. If the EPC approach is to be
retained, peak prices could be better estimated using the
LRMC of an OCGT; and
o the proposed EPC approach is based on an incremental
contract market that only covers a small proportion of
the actual electricity volumes supplied to South
Australia‟s mass market customers. The modelling
therefore requires an escalation of forward contract
prices or inclusion of a substantial additional risk
premium to recognise the true cost of hedging the South
Australian mass market load.

13

2010 Determination, A-66.
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4. Shortcomings of EPC approach
Origin has broader concerns with applying a short run marginal cost
approach to estimate the WEC. In particular, this approach:
does not recognise how prudent and efficient retailers operating in the
competitive South Australian market actually purchase electricity;
does not recognise the underlying drivers of retail prices in a
competitive electricity market;
does not recognise that in South Australian Pool and Futures markets,
prices will, for extended periods, sit below the LRMC of South
Australian generation due to the high penetration of wind generation in
that state;
creates a disincentive to invest in new generation facilities in South
Australia;
results in an inability for current retailers to invest in new products,
innovation or marketing;
is likely to reduce retail competition, further prolonging (and possibly
impeding) the transition to a fully deregulated market;
will expose consumers to large swings in price in the future,; and
will deliver higher electricity prices over time.
These issues are addressed in the following section. Origin has also
appended a report it has commissioned by ROAM Consulting that provides
ROAM‟s view on the relative merits of an LRMC versus SRMC approach to
price regulation.

4.1

Supply Costs for a Prudent and Efficient Retailer

As discussed in Section 3.3, the lack of liquidity in the South Australian
Futures market suggests that retailers are not using Futures in significant
volumes to manage their exposure, i.e. the Futures market is clearly not a
material component of a retailer‟s wholesale electricity cost base.
As South Australian retailers would not be able to substantially hedge their
retail load over a reasonable timeframe with Futures, then Futures are not a
suitable reference point to calculate the WEC in order to meet the
Commission‟s aim that:
“The WEC allowance should reflect the estimated cost that a prudent
and efficient retailer serving standing contract customers is expected
to incur, plus (if appropriate) an allowance for headroom.”14
14 14
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However, to assess the WEC allowance, Frontier has developed a hedging
strategy for a representative retailer based on Futures market products
(base and peak swaps and caps). It is unclear to Origin why the benchmark
hedging strategy to determine the WEC should not reflect the practice
adopted by the main competing retailers in South Australia. Given that as
the AEMC concluded in 2008 the South Australian retail energy markets are
effectively competitive,15 and there are now less than 25% of customers
remaining on a standing contract, the practices of the major South
Australian retailers would surely provide a more suitable reference point to
assess the WEC.
The major South Australian retailers do not seek to hedge their entire load
on a short term (one year ahead) basis, and so the basis for price
competition among competing retailers cannot be comparable to the short
term Futures market. Retailing is a long term business with market
participants establishing long term supply positions in order to compete
effectively (i.e. by achieving the most efficient cost base in the long term).
In South Australia the four largest retailers by residential market share (AGL
SA, Origin, TRUenergy (EnergyAustralia) and Simply Energy) all cover a
substantial proportion of their wholesale electricity supply cost by owning
generation and securing supply through long term PPAs. Smaller retailers
that are not vertically integrated are likely to manage their supply cost by
progressively entering into hedge contracts ahead of any given trading year
or through long term structured hedging contracts, which are not priced to
correspond to the prices of short term Futures.
As the draft report ignores the market volumes that are contracted through
physical assets or PPAs, the selected EPC approach is only based on a
fraction of the wholesale market. It is debateable if this is a valid reference
point for even a small new entrant to the South Australian retail market,
and it certainly does not provide a meaningful cost estimate for AGL or the
retail market as a whole in terms of the cost of supplying electricity to
customers.
At a broad level, it is unreasonable for the Commission to adopt a
benchmarking approach that effectively implies that the major South
Australian retailers are imprudent or unduly inefficient in their approach to
securing electricity supply in, what has been demonstrated to be, a
competitive market. If a benchmarking approach is to be used, the
Commission should take account of the supply and hedging arrangements of
these highly competitive retailers.
In Origin‟s confidential letter to the Commission of 28 August 2012, Origin
provided data demonstrating the extent to which its expected mass market
load is hedged in both capacity (MW) and energy (MWh) terms by its
15

AEMC Review of the Effectiveness of Competition in Electricity and Gas Retail Markets in South
Australia, review completed 18 December 2008, First Final Report dated 19 September 2008 available
at http://www.aemc.gov.au/Market-Reviews/Completed/review-of-the-effectiveness-ofcompetition-in-electricity-and-gas-retail-markets-in-south-australia.html
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generation assets and PPAs. These longer term hedging arrangements
suggest that the LRMC of generation is more representative of Origin‟s
energy purchase costs than the market price of short term wholesale
contracts. Origin would expect this also to be the case for its major
competitors, and therefore that LRMC of South Australian generation are a
more appropriate measure of the WEC.
Indeed under current South Australian market conditions, it would not be
possible for Origin to entirely hedge its load through the illiquid South
Australian Futures market or OTC hedge contract market. A significant
increase in Futures trading would also likely lead to an increase in Futures
prices, casting further doubt on any hedging cost estimates based on current
Futures prices.
The use of Futures contracts in South Australia therefore does not represent
a reasonable proxy for the supply costs by which an efficient retailer can
secure wholesale electricity.
4.2

Financial Impact and Return on Assets

Under section 25 of the ESC Act the Commission, in making a price
determination is required to have regard to the return on assets in the
regulated industry and the financial implications of the determination. It is
not clear to Origin how the Commission has assessed the financial
implications of the draft report and impact on retailers‟ return on assets.
Origin notes that AGL recently announced that the combined effect of the
Queensland Competition Authority‟s recent decision and the Commission‟s
draft decision (if ultimately confirmed) would reduce underlying profit by
$45M in FY13, or $60M on a full year basis.
4.3

Setting Retail prices in a competitive electricity market

In its draft decision the Commission notes that16
“… prices in competitive retail markets reflect expected SRMC
(including the relevant risk premium)”
If the Commission‟s contention that SRMC is more reflective of pricing in a
competitive market than LRMC holds true, then South Australian customers
would have access to competitive market contract offers based on Futures
prices from retailers. However, Origin‟s experience is that, in practice,
competitive retail market offers in South Australia do not reflect current
Futures prices as retailers rely on a purchasing approach with a weighting
towards long term supply arrangements (see section report of ROAM
Consulting).

16
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A marked to market approach therefore does not reflect competitive retail
electricity market behaviour in South Australia.

4.4

Futures Prices and Wholesale Costs

It is to be expected that Pool and hence Futures prices in the NEM will, for
extended periods, be below the price at which retailers can secure longer
term supply arrangements. This is particularly true of South Australia as:
The high level of vertical integration and PPAs in South Australia is
likely to lead to bidding, even by marginal generators, at
conservative prices to defend internal and external contracts.
The high penetration of wind generation, which has a negligible
marginal cost, in South Australia tends to suppress the Pool (and
hence Futures) price. The full costs for wind generators is recovered
through PPAs (see report of ROAM Consulting).
The issue, therefore, is that, should the Commission not adopt an LRMC
approach, how should it capture the inherent under-estimation that will
arise from a market based approach that relies on a representation of only a
small proportion of the market (ie the minor proportion of short term
hedging arrangements in a market where retailers rely primarily on long
term hedging arrangements).
Origin has previously suggested in other jurisdictions that a market based
approach could be accommodated if an LRMC cost base was used for the
hedge contract prices. However, if LRMC is not utilised directly, there is
scope for the Commission to achieve a more accurate WEC allowance by
application of a suitable risk premium. Origin notes that the Headroom
allowance, if suitably increased, could provide the mechanism for such an
escalation.
4.5

Impact on Investment and innovation

Origin disagrees with the Commission‟s position that reverting back to the
EPC methodology would not adversely affect investment. AGL‟s recent
announcement that it is placing investments on hold, highlights the link
between ESCOSA decisions and investment. Origin firmly believes that
adopting the proposed marked to market approach will not only distort
efficient investment but is most likely to lead to higher costs to consumers
in the longer term.
While the Commission may view its current decision as a short term
adjustment, there are many consequential implications of this direction.
The NEM has benefitted from a high level of investment in generation by
retailers in recent years. As Figure 2 below illustrates there has been very
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little merchant plant investment in the NEM in recent years. Instead, it has
largely been retailers (AGL, Origin, TruEnergy) that have financed these
large upfront capital investments either directly or through long term PPAs.
Figure 2: Recent generator investment decisions and announced projects
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Source: AEMO generator information (existing, committed & proposed) projects.

Retailers are able to support generation build by entering into PPAs or other
long term hedging arrangements when they have certainty that competitive
market outcomes will prevail and that regulated tariff levels take into
account the long term nature of electricity generation assets. This can be
done by setting retail tariffs by reference to generation LRMC, which is the
basis on which PPAs and other long term hedging arrangements are priced.
Long term hedging arrangements provide retailers with an efficient hedging
strategy and therefore enhance their financial resilience. In addition, the
prevalence of long term hedging among retailers within a competitive
market supports efficient investment in generation, insofar as it assures
generator owners of an efficient recovery of costs associated with their
investment, to the benefit of the electricity industry overall.
However, reverting to an EPC methodology and setting retail tariffs without
reference to LRMC creates a more risky investment environment as it
introduces the likelihood of price volatility and hence uncertainty around
cost recovery. This cost recovery uncertainty is likely to deter new
investment in generation capacity, and will compel retailers to adopt short
term hedging strategies in order to maintain stable retail margins (as short
term contract prices will approximate those referenced in the EPC
methodology). This will be detrimental to market efficiency overall.
Taking a short term view on cost recovery not only puts at risk effective
competition and investment in the electricity market but also increases the
level of sovereign risk more broadly for investors in South Australia.
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Increased short term contracting that would be incentivised by application
of EPC methodology also has implications for retailer risk. Long term supply
arrangements protect retailers against events that lead to high Pool price
and Futures prices, for example droughts, extended plant or transmission
outages, fuel supply issues and sustained hot or cold weather. Where
retailer hedging strategies are increasingly dominated by short term hedging
arrangements (such as Futures), at the expense of long term arrangements,
retailers would face increased exposure to unexpected or extreme events.
For this reason, the wholesale market was designed on the assumption that
it would be overlaid with long term supply arrangements for participants to
hedge Pool price risk and therefore to provide price certainty to these
parties. Removing this intended price certainty will not enhance the
efficiency of the wholesale market and so is not an efficient market
outcome or in the long term interests of customers.
As AGL‟s submission to the Commission dated 27 August 12 noted, the
Commission‟s consultant, Frontier, has previously considered the problem of
a market based pricing approach that does not recognise PPA and generation
investment costs. When considering the QCA‟s approach to regulated
pricing, Frontier argued that regulated prices should take account of
retailers‟ purchase costs including PPAs and plant investment, otherwise
investors will be wary of making further long term investments.
“The

key problem with the QCA‟s position is that retailers’energy
purchase cost reflects a combination of the costs of plant that they
build to supply their customers, the costs of power purchase
agreements (PPA) they buy to secure power for customers, spot
purchases as well as the costs associated with purchasing (and selling)
hedging contracts. That is, retailers’energy purchase costs are not
just hedging costs as the QCA’s approach explicitly assumes. If the
QCA ignore these other energy purchase costs they will threaten the
financial viability of retailers. At the very least, the adoption of a
tailored regulatory approach simply for the purposes of taking
advantage of „current market conditions’is short sighted as investors
will not forget the regulatory threat of adopting this approach when
considering future investments. Investors will be wary of making
further long term commitments to the Queensland energy market and
this will result in a loss of competitiveness in the longer term.
Aside from the fact that the QCA‟s proposals do not reflect good
regulatory practice their conclusions are based on an unsound
understanding of well established regulatory economics. In particular,
they misunderstand the basic economic concept that LRMC
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measurement techniques can take account of the key drivers of market
prices such as the balance of supply and demand.”17
Origin urges the Commission to consider its consultant‟s advice in this
regard.
Origin notes the Commission‟s assessment that the downturn in demand has
pushed out the requirement for new plant investment. While we agree this
is the case, we do not consider this is sufficient justification to disregard
the continued need for new investment in generation capacity, or the
continuation of sound retail price regulatory principles.
The current LRET (41 TWh translating to 26% of generation in 2020) would
require over 8,000 MW of additional wind investment in the period from
2017 to 2020. South Australia has, to date, accounted for a large proportion
of wind farm development in the NEM. Decisions to invest need to be
undertaken in a timely manner, given the long lead time associated with
generation build. A risky investment environment skews price signals, which
results in last minute (and therefore more expensive) investment. This is
not an efficient market outcome, and the LRET makes such inefficient
outcomes likely in the context of EPC methodology.
We note that AGL has recently announced that it is suspending its planned
investment of up to $500 million in two wind farms in South Australia and an
expansion of a gas-fired power plant in response to proposed regulated price
decisions. Renewable projects, in particular, are conventionally supported
by direct investment by retailers or by PPAs in order to secure project
financing. The requirement of long term cost recovery for new investments
cannot simply be overlooked, and AGL‟s recent decisions suggest that the
Commission‟s proposal to switch to EPC methodology has already impacted
the appetite for investment in South Australian electricity markets.
4.6

Impact on Retail Innovation

Long term certainty around efficient cost recovery and its link to long term
investment also has wider consequences for retail innovation and
participation. A lack of certainty may slow down retail innovation. A
willingness to invest in new products is a long term decision, often requiring
substantial capital outlay and a stable and sufficient retail margin. Origin
has recently leveraged the smart meter capability in Victoria by making a
substantial investment in Origin SMART, a new energy usage information
web portal. This online platform allows Origin‟s customers access, at no
cost, to near real time half hourly consumption data. Through the portal,
customers can better understand their consumption drivers, track
17

Frontier Economics, Wholesale energy costs for regulated electricity prices, June 2012. Cited in
AGL‟s Submission to ESCOSA, 27 August 2012.
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expenditure within bill periods, estimate future bills and assess likely
savings based on changes in their consumption behaviour. The development
of this new product would have been unlikely to occur had Origin been
unsure about being able to recover its efficient costs of supplying its retail
customers.
4.7

Development of Retail Competition

Origin is concerned that if the proposed EPC methodology is used in retail
price setting there will be an adverse affect on the development of retail
competition in South Australia. As has been discussed above, the proposed
approach will precipitate lower margins, curb innovation and investment,
suspend new market entry and accelerate exits, and lead to higher long
term prices for customers. In addition, retailers that have previously
adopted an efficient, prudent long term supply arrangements will now be
exposed to cycles where competition is not viable. Retailing is a long term
business with considerable lead time required to establish an effective
brand and retail sales capability. The loss of retail competition in periods of
low SRMC will therefore lead to lessened competition in periods of high
SRMC. The ultimate consequence of this will be stifled retail competition
flowing from reduced incentive and ability to compete in South Australia.
Less competition represents less choice for customers. Both NSW and
Queensland illustrate the impact that regulatory outcomes can have on the
development of effective retail competition. The chart below notes the
impact retail pricing decisions have had upon competition in Queensalnd.
The recent tariff freeze and determination led to a marked downturn in
competition (around a 5 percentage point year on year decline in churn).
Similarly in NSW the 2010 determination based on LRMC reinvigorated
competition in NSW with churn moving up from 11% in 2009 to 19% pa (Q2
FY12 annualised).

Figure 3 Relationship between Pricing events and Queensland market churn
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Origin also notes that AGL has recently announced that, as a consequence of
the recent QCA Final Determination and the Commission‟s draft report, it is
to cease door-knocking activity in Queensland and South Australia, along
with reducing other marketing activity and discounts.18
The maintenance of effective retail competition in South Australia should
remain a regulatory priority in the South Australian market and so pricing
methodology that jeopardises retail competition should be avoided.
4.8

Impact on Customers

If regulated prices are based on SRMC (particularly as is proposed with SRMC
represented by a single day‟s Futures contract trading) then customers will
be exposed to large swings in retail price. Futures contract prices vary
significantly in the short term reflecting amongst other things industry
participants differing views on demand, weather, and fuel, transmission and
plant availability.
Section 5.3.1 sets out recent Futures price movements for a variety of
periods and highlights the price volatility that application of the proposed
EPC methodology will pass through to customers. Of particular note is the
potential impact of extreme weather conditions; prolonged drought led to
the base swap price for Q1 2008 more than doubling from $60/MWh in March
2007 to $140/MWh in November 2007 (peak swap prices doubled to $210
MWh for Q1 2008 in the same period).
Adopting a methodology that leads to such a variation in the WEC allowance
will result in large variations in tariff for those customers that remain on a
standing contract, and also for other customers to the extent that market
contracts reference standing contract prices.

18

AGL Annual General Meeting 2012, Presentation by Michael Fraser, 23 October 2012, available at:
http://svc001intranet.dmoss15.serverweb.com/Downloads/AGL%20Annual%20General%20Meeting%202012.pdf
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5. Feedback on Modelling and WEC Estimation
In this section Origin provides its comments on the more detailed aspects of
the modelling undertaken by Frontier to establish an estimate of the WEC.
5.1

Stand Alone LRMC

Origin recognises that the Commission‟s draft report on the WEC does not
include LRMC as an input and hence that LRMC is not relevant to the
calculation of the WEC as defined. However, Origin maintains that LRMC
should be an input into the calculation of the WEC, as outlined in this
submission. On this basis, the following section provides feedback on the
estimate of the LRMC.
In general terms the modelling approach and techniques employed by
Frontier appear reasonable. However, given the emphasis upon EPC
methodology, there is limited detail provided for the LRMC estimates upon
which Origin can comment.
Origin believes the LRMC estimated at $87.68/MWh for FY13 ($FY13) has
been understated and notes this is some $11/MWh in real terms below the
Commission‟s previous estimate (93.93/MWh $FY11). We expect this is
largely due to underestimating the CCGT capital costs and the WACC for
generators.

5.1.1

CCGT Capital Costs

Origin recognises that the National Transmission Network Development Plan
(NTNDP) data set used by Frontier is a reasonable starting point for
assessing LRMC, however Origin has previously flagged a number of concerns
with some of the NTNDP cost estimates.
As the developer of the NEM‟s largest CCGT plant (644MW, 2010) at Darling
Downs in Queensland and the most recent builder of OCGT at Mortlake,
Victoria (550MW, 2011) Origin is well placed to comment on the realistic
costs of new plant build in the NEM.
Origin notes that the capital costs for CCGT are estimated at $1,075/kW
($2012-13)19 in the Technical Generator data set used in the NTNDP process
and understood to be applied by Frontier. Origin‟s experience suggests that
capital costs for a CCGT are more likely to be around $1,500/kW.
As Origin has previously submitted in its comments to The Bureau of
Resources and Economics (BREE) during the Australian Energy Technology
Assessment (AETA) process many of the costs incurred in developing a CCGT
do not form part of a typical „EPC‟ contract (engineering, procurement and
19

Table 6. Capital Costs for New Technologies, 2012 Planning Studies - Technical Generator Data
Summary,
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construction contracts are a common reference point for cost estimates),
many additional costs are borne by the owner to bring the project to
completion. Recent Australian projects in practice have also tended to run
around 10% over initial cost estimates.
It is not clear from the data provided by Frontier whether these full costs
have been included. Origin notes that the capital costs developed by BREE
and presented in the generation data sets exclude transmission and
decommissioning costs, site specific considerations, interest during
construction and financing costs.
5.1.2

Asset Life

In determining the LRMC it is important that the assumed life of the plant
reflects the expected amortisation period applied to finance a project,
rather than an engineering estimate of the useful life of the asset (often
around 40 years). It is the life assumed for financing, around 25 years that
drives investment decisions, and hence that determines the LRMC.
5.1.3

LRMC - Discount Rate

Origin notes that in Frontier‟s advice to the Commission on the WEC it has
adopted a real pre-tax weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 7.1
percent. Frontier notes that this is consistent with the WACC for generation
adopted by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) in its
review of retail electricity prices in New South Wales for the period
beginning July 2012.20
Origin questioned IPART‟s estimate of the WACC and these arguments were
presented in Origin‟s submission to IPART‟s draft decision, including expert
advice commissioned from PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).21 In its Final
Determination, IPART accepted Origin‟s arguments on the WACC in part;
however, the 7.1 percent ultimately adopted by IPART (and subsequently by
Frontier for the Commission) did not address the shortcomings identified by
Origin in full. PwC‟s advice is appended to this submission for reference.
The shortcomings of the IPART WACC estimate relate to the:
Risk Free Rate (Rf)
Market Risk premium (MRP)
debt margin;
estimate of gearing levels; and
Gamma.

20

IPART, Final Report - Changes in regulated electricity retail prices from 1 July 2012, June 2012, p.101
Origin Energy submission to the IPART Draft Report - Changes in regulated electricity retail prices from 1 July
2012-April 2012
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Risk free rate
PwC found that under current circumstances the 10 year Government Bond
rate required adjustment before it could be adopted as the risk free rate.
Under the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) a fall in Government Bond
yields should theoretically translate into a lower cost of equity. However, in
recent times this has not occurred, as evidenced by the spread between
indexed 10 year Government Bond rates and dividend yields on equities.
This disconnect is a result of significant and prolonged uncertainty in
markets driving demand for the safest asset classes, meaning Government
Bond yields have fallen to very low levels even as investors continue to
require higher equity returns. As such, equity remains more expensive than
implied by the current low yield on Australian Government Bonds.
To adjust for this distortion in the calculation of the CAPM, PwC proposed
either an adjustment to the risk free rate, or an adjustment to the measure
of the market risk premium. To adjust the risk free rate PwC proposed:
using Government Bond rates based on rolling average yields over
periods of one year and three years, rather than current spot rates.
This reflects risk free rates at more representative levels. One and
three year averages would deliver risk free rates of 4.5 or 5.0
percent, respectively; or
making an assessment of the individual components of the risk free
rate, being the “implied real risk free rate” and “implied inflation
expectations”, according to which method PwC estimated a risk free
rate of 5.0 percent.
Consistent with PwC‟s advice, Origin proposes that a risk free rate of 5.0
percent is more appropriate for use in the calculation of WACC than the 3.7
percent adopted by IPART to support its WACC of 7.1 percent. Origin
proposes that this adjusted Rf be adopted in the Commission‟s calculation of
WACC, to inform LRMC.
Market risk premium
In relation to the market risk premium (MRP), PwC found that:
6 percent is a widely accepted MRP in the Australian market, and
IPART was inconsistently applying a short term measure of Rf (a 20
day rolling average) with a long term measure of MRP, and this would
lead to inconsistencies in the calculation of the WACC.
IPART adopted a MRP in the range 5.5 to 6.5 percent in its Final
Determination, consistent with the widely accepted 6 percent; however, it
did not address the inconsistency between the short term measure of the
risk free rate and the long term measure of MRP. This could be addressed by
the Commission by adopting a long term measure of the risk free rate, as
proposed under Risk free rate, above.
Debt margin
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PwC found that as the 10 year Australian Government bond is used as a
proxy for determining the Rf, the debt margin should also be estimated
based on corporate bonds with a maturity as close to 10 years as possible.
This would involve applying the Bloomberg 7 year BBB fair value curve and
an adjustment factor of 15 to 25 basis points per annum, to reflect a 10 year
tenor of the Australian Government bond. The estimate should also include
an allowance for debt raising costs. The basis for the adjustment of 15 to 25
basis points is presented in the PwC report.
Assumed level of gearing
The IPART decision adopted a 50 percent measure of gearing. Gearing for
large Australian energy utilities with S&P BBB and BBB+ ratings is in the
range of 15 to 25 percent. As a result, in Origin‟s view, these gearing
assumptions should be reconsidered.
Gamma factor
IPART adopted a measure of gamma in its review of regulated retail
electricity prices in New South Wales for the period beginning July 2012 of
0.5-0.3. However, IPART conducted a review dedicated to the calculation of
gamma in March 2012.22 In this report, IPART concluded that it would apply
a measure of gamma of 0.25 in future price determinations. This is further
discussed in the PwC advice to Origin.
In our view the 0.25 measure of gamma reflects IPART‟s most considered
analysis and so should be adopted in preference to the measure adopted in
its decision on prices of June 2012.
5.1.4

LRMC – Conclusion

Origin would expect that an LRMC estimate for South Australian mass
market load would be more likely to be around $95/MWh, broadly consistent
with the assumed LRMC in the Commission‟s current ESCPD.
If, as Origin proposes, an LRMC approach is to be applied to establish the
WEC, then Origin would welcome the opportunity to discuss LRMC costs
further with Frontier and the Commission.

5.2

Forecast Load Shape

Origin notes that that the Commission has selected the P50 case to set the
WEC.
22

IPART, Review of imputation credits (gamma) – Research – Final Decision, March 2012
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As Frontier‟s modelling demonstrates the financial outcomes associated with
differing load outcomes are not evenly distributed around a P50 event.
Origin notes that the Commission has sought to address this through the
Headroom allowance.

5.3

Rolling Average versus Mark to Market

Origin does not support the application of a marked to market approach that
sets the WEC based upon the price on a single trading day as:
 this does not reflect the basis upon which retailers determine mass
market prices in the competitive retail market;
 selection of a single trading day is arbitrary, driven by timing of the
regulatory process; and
 this will result in significant variations in retailer wholesale
allowances and customer prices depending upon the day selected.
Origin therefore recommends the Commission, in the absence of applying
LRMC, applies a rolling average approach as better approximating a
competitive retail market. As is noted in section 5.4, the shortcomings in
estimating peak swap prices using available Futures price data will still
need to be addressed.
5.3.1

Variation in Wholesale Contract Prices

Adopting a single trading day to determine the wholesale allowance and
hence establish the retail tariff is prone to significant variation in results
depending on the day selected. South Australia is particularly prone to
rapid changes in Futures prices due the relatively small size of the region
and relatively weak interconnection it has with the remainder of the NEM.
The following section illustrates the variability of a range of contracts
across different periods. Origin acknowledges the limited number of
executed trades upon which these comparisons are based, but submits that
it nonetheless demonstrates the likely variance in results that can occur by
applying Frontier‟s approach.
As Figure 4 below illustrates Futures Base contract prices for Q1 in each of
2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012, have varied significantly prior to the relevant
trading period.
The price for Q1 2009 (green line on chart) moved from $97/MWh in
mid November 2011 to $115/MWh by mid December.
On 6 Oct 2009 the contract prices for Q1 2010 (light blue line) was
at 71/MWh and by 30 Dec 2009 was at $107/MWh.
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The price for Q1 2011 (purple line) was at $68.25 on 26 Mar 2010
and fell to $56.05/MWh by 30 Dec 2010.
The price for Q1 2012 (orange line) were at $80/MWh in mid
November 2011 before falling to $69/MWh in late December and
finally settling at $26.15/MWh.
Figure 4 Quarter 1 Peak Swap Futures Prices

Figure 5 below compares the peak contract prices in the marked to market
approach (based on 16 Aug 2012) with prices on the 16th Aug in previous
years. A similar variation is evident by examining quarterly base prices for
each quarter (Q3 2012-Q2 2014) on the 16th August in each of 2010, 2011
and 2012.
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Figure 5 Variation in Peak Contract Prices as at 16 Aug 2010, 16 Aug 2011 and 16 Aug 2012

Figure 6 below shows highlights the extent to which prices can move in a
tighter supply/demand situation (the 2007 drought). The base swap price
for Q1 2008 (blue line) more than doubled from $60/MWh in March 2007 to
$140/MWh in November 2007 and peak prices (red line) for Q1 2008
reached $210/MWh in Nov 2007, with the peak price doubling in the period
between March 2007 and Nov 2007.
Figure 6 Q1 2008 Base and Peak Swap Futures Prices from 2006 to 2008
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This variability clearly illustrates the problem of picking a single day‟s
Futures closing price to establish the retail price for a year.

5.4

Estimating Peak Period Prices

As Origin has noted in section 3.3 that, due to a lack of peak trades,
Frontier appears to have applied a substitute price provided by D-Cypha.
Origin understands that in the absence of an executed trade, a recent trade
price is used by D-Cypha and in the absence of recent trades the offer price
is used. Both Q1 and Q2 in 2013 have no peak swap trades; Origin
understands that the price used is therefore an offer price. Origin does not
accept that this is a robust approach.
In addition to an absence of contract trades for peak prices, due to a lack of
liquidity, Frontier has been unable to even use the substitute prices D-Cypha
provides to estimate peak prices for FY14 as for many quarters the peak
price is below Frontier‟s estimate of the base price. Frontier has therefore
attempted to address this issue by inferring a peak price for FY14 based on
the historic ratio of peak to base load prices. Origin believes that using
historic prices to determine a significant component of the WEC is
inconsistent with:
(i)
the Commission‟s view that liquidity has improved; and
(ii)
the EPC approach, an approach designed to ignore historic costs.
Origin is concerned that the approach to estimating premiums is not robust,
premiums can be expected to vary significantly and a historic premium is
not a good guide to future peak prices. By way of example if this approach
had been applied in 2008 a premium of 1.5 (reflecting the high prices driven
by drought in 2007) would have been calculated compared with the average
1.28 premium applied by Frontier.
Origin also applied a simple “back test”, estimating peak prices for FY09,
FY10 and FY11 as at 15/8/2008 using Frontier‟s premium approach and
comparing this with the actual result for these years. The difference
between the price estimated using the premium approach and the actual
peak swap price varied significantly being $7.20/MWh in FY10 ($2.76/MWh
in FY09 and $4.63/MWh in 2011). This highlights the problem of using a
single year of historic Futures prices to estimate peak prices for the year
ahead.
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5.5

Trade Weighted and Rolling Average Approaches

Consistent with previous approaches employed by the Commission Frontier
estimated an energy purchase cost by assuming that a Retailer may
progressively hedge its load as follows:
20% in the 6 months prior to the start of the contract
20% in the period 6-12 months prior to the start of the contact
40% in the period 12-24 months prior to the contract start
20% in the 24 – 36 months prior to the start of the contract.
However, as with the marked to market approach, due to a lack of market
liquidity, Frontier has attempted to infer a peak swap price for FY14 based
on FY13 data (see section 5.4). However this has not been possible, as
Frontier note
“In the marked to market approach this ensured that the forward curve
was not inverted however that outcome is not achieved for the rolling
average case as the peak and off-peak prices are inverted in 2012/13 due
to the averaging process”.23
The inability to estimate a reasonable price (i.e. with a peak higher than
base) for Q2 FY13 and FY14 reinforces Origin‟s view that using South
Australian Futures data to determine the WEC is not a robust approach.
Frontier encountered similar problems when trying to estimate the energy
purchase cost using a trade weighted average. Frontier observed in its
report to the Commission that
“Due to a lack of liquidity for the majority of these contracts in the
period 18-36 months out from contract start, the trade-weighted average
approach focuses on more recent contract prices than does the rolling
average approach.”24

It is therefore not surprising that the trade weighted approach leads to an
outcome that is close to the marked to market approach.
Origin‟s view is that the issues Frontier has encountered, and which it has
been unable to satisfactorily resolve, demonstrate that Futures prices are
not a suitable basis on which to estimate South Australian wholesale
electricity costs. However, if the Commission decides to adopt an EPC
methodology, then Origin recommends using the rolling average approach
but estimating peak prices based on the LRMC of an OCGT.

23
24

Page 24
Page 24
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5.6

Determining the efficient contract mix

In setting a contract portfolio on which to base a WEC estimate, Frontier has
advised that:
“In calculating energy purchase costs, Frontier has taken the most
conservative point on the efficient frontier... This is the point that
involves minimising risk to the greatest degree, and consequently involves
the highest (efficient) energy purchase cost.”25

The contract portfolio data provided on 23 October by Frontier and charted
below shows that the assumed hedging strategy has a significant exposure to
Pool prices during Peak periods. Under the P10 load scenario for FY 13 Q1
over 30% of the forecast peak period load is exposed to Pool prices and over
65% of the off peak load is exposed.
Figure 7 Frontier Economics’ Optimal Contract Portfolio

Source: Frontier Modelling Data
NB Origin has modified Frontier‟s chart to correct an assumed error where the chart provided by
Frontier appears to have transposed peak and off peak periods.

25

Page 28
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This assumed hedging strategy, with a resulting high level of Pool exposure,
is not consistent with Frontier‟s intent to model a prudent retailer with a
portfolio at the most conservative point on the efficient frontier curve. The
model portfolio leads to a significant volume of assumed Pool purchases,
priced using Frontier‟s Pool price forecast. This is not consistent with the
Commission‟s acknowledgement that a forecast of Pool prices is not a
reasonable basis on which to base the WEC.
Applying Historic Pool prices to the Optimal Portfolio
Origin has analysed the impact of historic Pool prices against the Optimal
Portfolio Frontier has provided. Origin applied the following assumptions:
FY09, FY10, FY11 and FY12 actual Pool prices were uplifted for
carbon.
Origin‟s has used the actual mass market load for each of FY09, FY10,
FY11 but rescaled this match the Frontier mean mass market load for
FY13 @ POE 10 of 114 MW. Frontier‟s Swap and Cap contract prices
were applied.
The POE 10 „market-based energy purchase cost‟ of $79.14 was used.
For the Frontier Scenario, POE 10 mass market load and pool prices
were used.
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Figure 8 shows the profit or loss a retailer would incur in servicing the entire
mass market load against Frontier‟s allowed WEC. The profit/loss being the
difference between the marked to market WEC for the mass market load
($79.14/MWh x mass market load) less the Pool cost calculated applying the
assumptions above for each year. As is to be expected
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Figure 8 shows Origin‟s calculations for FY13 generate a zero profit (Origin‟s
estimate being equal to Frontier‟s), validating the model calculations. The
outcomes for FY09 to FY12 show a wide variance in profit/loss, Origin
believes this variance is not consistent with the position a prudent retailer
would adopt.
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Figure 8 Profit/Loss against the WEC ($) for Mass Market Load

Origin also applied a monte carlo simulation (“bootstrapping”) of historic
Pool prices to assess the variability over the longer term. The monthly
distribution of profit/loss is shown in
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Figure 9. Again this level of variation is not consistent with the hedging
strategy of a prudent retailer
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Figure 9 Monthly Earnings Variation Against the WEC ($) using Pool Price
Simulations
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Load / Price Correlation
This large variation in earnings is likely to be due to a lack of load/price
correlation evident in Frontier‟s Pool forecast. As Figure 10 shows high
prices are not occurring at high loads (when the portfolio is short) but rather
when it relatively long. However as
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Figure 11 illustrate historically high prices occur at high loads in South
Australia, resulting in large losses to the optimal portfolio. Origin therefore
suspects that it is not the absence of high prices in Frontier‟s forecast but
rather their correlation with load that delivers an understated hedge cost.
If market conditions deliver prices more closely aligned to historic patterns
then the WEC will have been materially understated.
Figure 10 Frontier’s Load Price Correlation
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Figure 11 Load / Price Correlation for FY09 and FY 10
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5.7

Adjusting to Account for Modelling Limitations

If the Commission is to adopt a methodology that assumes a higher
variability in wholesale costs than is factored into the ESCPD, then it must
make a corresponding adjustment to the retail margin to account for this
increase in risk. This could be given effect by adjusting the Headroom
allowance.
Alternatively the Commission could amend the contract portfolio by
increasing the volume of swap and cap products which would reduce the
cost variability and increase the WEC allowance.
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5.8

LRET Costs

Origin supports Frontier‟s approach to estimating LGC costs.
The LGC estimates appear reasonable.

5.9

SRES Costs

Origin notes that Frontier has used the STP published by the Clean Energy
Regulator (CER) for the calendar years 2012-2014. As Frontier notes these
estimates were prepared by the CER prior to 31 March 2012.
The CER had forecast in March that electricity retailers would have to
purchase 15.07 million small-scale technology certificates for 2013 it has
recently revised this figure to 34.457 million certificates, largely to account
for a large “overhang'' of certificates from this year.
The CER updated its non binding STP forecast on 19 October 2012 as
follows:26
“The Regulator, after receiving independent estimates, has issued an update
to the non-binding estimate published under section 40B of the Renewable
Energy (Electricity) Act 2000.
The non-binding Small-scale Technology Percentage (STP) published on 19
October 2012 under section 40B of the Act for:
2013 is 18.76 per cent (equivalent to 34.457* million Small-scale Technology
Certificates (STCs) as a proportion of total estimated liable electricity for the
2013 year) 2014 is 7.69 per cent (equivalent to 14.485 million STCs as a
proportion of total estimated liable electricity for the 2014 year)”

The latest CER forecast more than doubles the CER‟s previous view. The
Commission should therefore update its SRES cost estimate on the basis of
this latest estimate from the CER.

5.10

Line Losses

Origin notes the Commission‟s draft determination to estimate line losses is
based on AEMO‟s published distribution loss factor (DLF) for 2012/13 for low
voltage domestic and small business in South Australia; a DLF of 1.0800.
26

Available at http://ret.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/For-Industry/Liable-Entities/Small-scaleTechnology-Percentage/stp
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Based on this the Commission comes to a figure of $7.38/MWh, being 8
percent of a WEC (excluding losses) of $92.28/MWh.
Origin would like to better understand the reasoning behind the
Commission‟s decisions not to include transmission losses in its calculation
of total line losses, this decision representing a departure from the
approaches of the QCA27 and IPART.28
An average of the marginal loss factors on the South Australia network as
calculated by AEMO in June 201229 is 1.0100. A standard approach to
calculating the value of the electricity generated including the value of
distribution and transmission losses is outlined below:
Total Value = Regional Reference Price x Marginal Loss Factor x Distribution Loss Factor x MWh exported

Extrapolating from the above formula delivers a total cost of line losses of
$8.38/MWh, as presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Calculation of line losses

WEC
Loss factor
$/MWh

5.11

92.28

Distributio
n
1.0800

Transmissi
on

Total losses
(excl. carbon)

1.0100

1.0908
8.38

NEM Fees

In relation to NEM fees the Commission has estimated $0.39/MWh for NEM
fees for 2013/14, however AEMO‟s Final Budget 2012-13 projects NEM fees
for 2013/14 of $0.41/MWh.30
In addition, Origin notes the Commission‟s finding that:
The revenue requirements are based on the operational expenditures of
AEMO and are relate [sic] to National Transmission Planner fees, National
27

QCA, Final Determination Regulated Retail Electricity Prices 2012-13, May 2012
IPART, Review of regulated retail tariffs and charges for electricity 2010-2013, March 2010
29
AEMO, List of Regional Boundaries and Marginal Loss Factors for the 2012-13 Financial Year, April
2012.
30
AEMO, AEMO Final Budget 2102-13, Table 7, p.13
28
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Smart Metering fees, Full Retail Competition fees, Electricity Consumer
Advocacy Panel fees, and other general fees.31
However, in Origin‟s view the Commission has made no allowance for the
fees levied by AEMO other than basic NEM fees. Additional fees are outlined
in Table 3 below, with updates for the Final Decision based on AEMO‟s Final
Budget for 2012-13. This sums to a value of NEM fees (excluding ancillary
service charges) of $0.50/MWh.
Table 3: AEMO Draft Budget and Fees for 2013-14

Market Participant fees
FRC fees
National Transmission
Planner
TOTAL
5.12

the Commission Draft
Decision
($/MWh)
0.39
N/A
N/A

Proposed update for
Final Decision

0.39

0.50

0.41
0.05
0.04

Headroom

The Commission has noted in its draft report that:
“The Commission may set the standing contract price above the prudent
and efficient cost if it considers that allowing “headroom” between the
standing contract price and the estimated prudent and efficient cost is in
the long-term interests of consumers.”32

As Origin observed in section 5.2, the financial outcomes associated with
differing load outcomes are not evenly distributed around a P50 event. As
this has not been accounted for explicitly in the WEC allowance, Origin
supports the Commission‟s proposed allowance of $4.26/MWh for forecasting
error.
Origin believes the maintenance of competition should be addressed by
adjusting the WEC to reflect the reasonable costs of a prudent retailer.
However irrespective of the relative merits of applying an EPC methodology,
in practice competitive retailers in South Australia will not be able to access
supply costs for FY13 and FY14 that reflect current Futures contract prices.
In order to avoid competition stalling in South Australia, the Commission will
therefore, at least in the near term, need to set a high Headroom
allowance. In the absence of such an adjustment, Origin anticipates there
will be a dramatic slowing of retail competition in South Australia, and
potential reversion of customers from market to standing offers. This would
not be in the long term interests of customers.
31
32

the Commission, Wholesale Electricity Cost Investigation, p.96
Page 6
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5.13

Tolerance Bands

We do not support the Commission‟s proposal in its draft report to maintain
tolerance bands in the RPM at the same levels as under the LRMC approach
to setting the WEC. As outlined previously, we believe that current
wholesale forward prices particularly for FY14 reflect an illiquid market
and, as such, are a poor guide to retailers‟ costs. The retail contract market
is an alternative guide to SRMC, this being the basis for the current RPM
methodology.
When the Commission initially proposed the tolerance band in 2010 it
determined the band would “ensure that prices would at least reflect the
long term sustainable cost of providing the service”.33 The tolerance band
will no longer serve this purpose, since the Commission has defined SRMC of
generation at a level below LRMC. This will mean retailers with long term
fixed costs associated with generation will be unable to recover these in
full. In 2010 the Commission found that the top of the tolerance band would
reflect a “high-cost scenario”.34 We cannot see how a tolerance band that
extends to a level below the LRMC of serving customers on regulated
contracts can represent a high-cost scenario, since it will no longer allow
even for the recovery of the long term sustainable cost of generation.
Maintaining the tolerance bands also appears inconsistent with the
Commission‟s stated goal of closely replicating market outcomes. To the
extent that the shift to EPC methodology is designed to approximate market
outcomes (by driving regulated prices towards SRMC), a logical corollary of
this approach is that all movements in marginal prices in the competitive
market should be reflected in regulated prices. As the Commission has
noted, “prices in competitive markets are determined by the SRMC of the
marginal supplier”35 and the RPM approach “assumes that competition in the
retail market is effective, such that any change in market contract prices is
reflective of changes in the efficient cost of retailing.”36
A more consistent approach would be to allow changes in market contract
prices to flow through to regulated prices directly, beyond the tolerance
bands, unless it could be established that costs had shifted so significantly
that market prices had become an unreliable guide to SRMC. This would be
to reverse the current default position in relation to tolerance bands under
the RPM. Limiting the impact of increases under the RPM to 7 percent of the
price determined through the cost build-up appears arbitrary, given the

33

the Commission, Review of Energy Retail Price Setting Methodology Consultation Paper, March 2010, p.6

34
35

ESOSCA, 2011-2014 Electricity Standing Contract Price Determination Wholesale Electricity Cost Investigation
Determination of Special Circumstances Statement of Reasons & Draft Standing Contract (Further Variation) Price
Determination, p.30
36
the Commission, Review of Energy Retail Price Setting Methodology Consultation Paper, March 2010, p.10
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Commission‟s stated desire to replicate market outcomes as closely as
possible with respect to both the WEC and regulated prices generally.
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6. Conclusion
It is not consistent with the legislation to reopen the ESCPD for the relevant
events said to constitute special circumstances. They are not of sufficient
magnitude to be considered “extraordinary” or of such a nature as to
disturb the fundamentals of the ESCPD.
Even if they were considered to be special circumstances, it cannot be said
on any objective measure that the relevant events exist with sufficient
uncertainty to justify a variation.
Even if it is assumed that the events are special circumstances, the
Commission's approach to the varied price determination is not appropriate,
for the reasons summarised in this submission.
It is evident from the analysis conducted by Frontier that, due to a lack of
Futures market liquidity, it has encountered significant difficulty in
determining revised WEC. The lack of liquidity makes the estimation of
peak period prices particularly unreliable. This is a critical issue as, in FY12
peak periods accounted for 68% of total cost of Pool trades, and in 2009
over 90% of total Pool costs.
There have been no trades of peak swaps for Q1 2013 and Q2 2013 and only
20MW for the rest of FY13. The lack of peak period swap contract liquidity
has required Frontier to derive peak prices for FY14 from historic data.
Origin believes that using historic prices to determine a significant
component of the WEC is inconsistent with:
(iii) the Commission‟s view that liquidity has improved; and
(iv) the EPC approach, an approach designed to ignore historic costs.
The issues Frontier has acknowledged in calculating WEC affirm Origin‟s
previous submission to the Commission that there is insufficient Futures
price data available to calculate a reliable forecast of EPC for a prudent and
efficient retailer. There is not, therefore, sufficient evidence of a change in
circumstances that would justify reopening the WEC allowance component
of the ESCPD.
Origin believes that the draft report fails to incorporate a realistic
allowance for the cost of purchasing energy in South Australia. The
approach adopted by the Commission does not take into account the actual
costs of supplying energy to South Australian customers, especially for a
large retailer servicing a significant mass market load. These costs are
driven by long term hedging arrangements such as investments in generation
and long term PPAs, along with other hedging contracts entered into over an
extended period of time.
Origin is also concerned that the model contract portfolio applied by
Frontier to calculate the WEC does not represent the portfolio of a prudent
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retailer. The portfolio applied infers a substantial Pool exposure under high
demand conditions, leading to variability in wholesale cost. If adopted this,
increased risk would need to be offset by a corresponding increase in
margin. This could be given effect by increasing the Headroom allowance.
The WEC allowance is the key component of the regulated retail tariff and
so problems arising from its determination will significantly impact retail
tariffs overall. In particular, if this draft determination is formalised, it will
in the short-term result in:
regulated retail tariffs not being cost reflective with standing contract
customers being subsidised by current retailers;
reduced ability for those recovering the regulated tariff to invest in
new products, innovation or marketing; and
a reduction in retail competition, further prolonging (and possibly
impeding) the transition to a fully deregulated market.
Furthermore, the method selected for estimating the cost of energy is likely
to result in long term impacts such as:
consumers being exposed to large swings in price in the future;
a disincentive to invest in new generation facilities in South Australia;
and ultimately
higher electricity prices over time.
As such, Origin encourages the Commission to:
reconsider the inclusion of long run marginal cost (LRMC) in the
method for estimating energy costs. This would better approximate the
cost of retailers‟ supply positions; or
recognise that:
o estimates for peak prices in particular have been based
on very little trading data and that if the EPC approach is
to be maintained, peak prices should be based on an
estimate of LRMC for an OCGT; and
o the proposed market based approach is based on an
incremental contract market that only covers a small
proportion of the actual electricity volumes supplied to
South Australia‟s mass market customers. The modelling
therefore requires an escalation of forward contract
prices or inclusion of a substantial additional risk
premium to recognise the true cost of hedging the South
Australian mass market load.
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o The contract portfolio does not have sufficient hedge
cover for a prudent retailer. The model portfolio should
have a greater quantity of hedge cover or a corresponding
adjustment to the Headroom should be made to account
for the increased risk assumed.
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2. South Australia Standing Contract submission, ROAM Consulting
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Scope of work
1.1 Scope

Origin Energy Limited (Origin) has engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) to
provide advice to in relation to certain aspects of the draft report Changes in
regulated electricity retail prices from 1 July 2012 prepared by the Independent
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART)(the IPART Draft Report).
Specifically, Origin requires us to comment on the key inputs to the Weighted
Average Cost of Capital (WACC) calculation as set out in Appendix B of the IPART
Draft Report:
1) Nominal risk free (Rf) rate;
2) Market risk premium (MRP);
3) The applicability of the debt margin applied given the assumed level of debt to
total assets (Gearing); and
4) Gamma.
As instructed by Origin, we have not provided comment on other inputs to the
WACC such as the tax rate, inflation rates, and the equity beta. In addition, we
have not commented on the mathematical accuracy of the calculations.
Table 1 below is an excerpt from the IPART draft report providing a summary of
the key inputs to the draft decision real pre-tax WACC of 6.5% and 7.6% to apply to
electricity generation and retail respectively to update the energy cost allowance for
2012/13.
Table 1 –Draft decision for the electricity generation and retail WACC
Component

Generation

Retail

Nominal Rf rate

3.8%

4.1%

Inflation

2.8%

3.0%

MRP

5.5%-6.5%

5.5%-6.5%

Debt margin

2.4%-3.9%

2.5%-3.9%

50%

30%

Gamma

0.5-0.3

0.5-0.3

Tax rate

30%

30%

0.9-1.1

0.9-1.1

Cost of equity (nominal post-tax)

8.8%-11.0%

9.1%-11.3%

Cost of debt (nominal pre-tax)

6.2%-7.8%

6.6%-8.0%

WACC range (real pre-tax)

5.3%-7.8%

6.2%-9.1%

6.5%

7.6%

Debt to total assets (Gearing)

Equity beta

WACC mid-point (real pre-tax)
Source: IPART draft report, Appendix B, page 96
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Scope of work

1.2 Limitations on use and reliance on
this report
This report has been prepared solely for the purpose set out above, and should not
be relied upon for any other purpose.
Whilst Origin has commissioned this report to be included in its submission to
IPART, and we have consented to its inclusion in their submission, we accept no
responsibility for the report to any other party other than Origin.

Origin – IPART WACC Calculation
PwC
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2 Nominal Rf rate
2.1

Nominal Rf rate

2.1.1

IPART methodology to estimate nominal Rf rate

Page 96 of the IPART draft report sets out the following:
“We have updated the market-based parameters, using the same
methodology as was applied in the 2010 determination.” (the IPART 2010
Final Report)1
IPART‟s methodology to estimate the Rf is based on:
An estimate of the 10-year nominal Rf rate from the 20-day average of the
yield on nominal Commonwealth Government bonds (Government Bonds);
and
Swap market data over a 20 day-day sampling period to derive a 10-year
forecast of inflation.
In applying its methodology, the IPART draft report sets out a Rf for Generation
and Retail to be as follows:
3.8% for Generation, based on market parameters sampled to 3 February
2012; and
4.1% for Retail, based on on market parameters sampled to 19 March 2012.
The 20 day average 10 year Government Bonds rate as at 4 May 2012 was 3.8% and
the current yield on Government Bonds at 4 May 2012 was 3.6% reflecting
significant declines in yields during the prior one to two years. Specifically, the
current yield at 4 May 2012 compares to yields of 5.2% at 30 June 2011 and 5.5% at
31 December 2010.

2.1.2 Comments of IPART‟s Rf
Rf as a component of the CAPM
The basic expression of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) estimates the cost
of equity by reference to the premium over the Rf rate that an investor will require
to invest in a particular equity. This premium is determined based on the average
premium over the Rf rate estimated to be required by investors across the listed
equity market (the equity market risk premium or MRP) multiplied by a beta factor
reflecting the systematic risk of a particular equity.
To the extent that estimates of MRP are typically based on long term measures of
excess returns for the equity market, the basic expression of CAPM implies that
movements in the overall values of the market will be driven by:
Movements in the Rf rate (which in Australia is typically measured based
on the yield of a 10 year Government Bonds)

1 IPART, Review of regulated retail tariffs and charges for electricity 2010-2013 – Final Decision, March 2010, which
reflects market data up to 8 February 2010.
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Nominal Rf rate

Movements in market estimates of the future company cash flows
(representing movements in real cash flows and inflation)
This relationship indicates that if the Rf rate declines, the cost of capital should
also decline. As such, if the cost of capital declines, then ceteris paribas, equity
values should increase.
However, these simplistic inferences will not necessarily apply since:
As noted above, equity prices reflect assessments of long term future cash
flows that are constantly being updated by investors. Hence, in our
discussion below of future cash flows, we proxied these changes by using
forecast rather than historical dividends.
Interest rates and yields are influenced by central bank policy which is
typically counter cyclical due to the imperatives of managing monetary
policy based on inflation targeting. For example, when economic prospects
are strong (and equity markets high), monetary policy would tend towards
increasing interest rates, while in a period of weaker economic outlook,
there would be a tendency to lower interest rates. This monetary policy
direction is consistent with broad market direction in interest rates
associated with supply and demand for credit. Therefore, theoretical
valuation adjustments arising from major movements in Rf rates are
countervailed by changes in the pricing of equity market risk to some
extent.
Accordingly, while it is not possible to estimate MRP at any given point with
precision, movements in government bond rates are partly balanced by offsetting
movements in MRP and that the overall cost of equity is more stable than its
individual components. This would be consistent with the fact that Australian
share markets have not risen in line with significant fall in Government Bond
yields.
Use of 20-day average of Government Bond yields
We agree that the Rf to be used in the expression of a CAPM for the Australian
market should be based on 10 year Government Bonds. However, we provide the
following comments in respect of IPART‟s use of a shorter term measure of Rf (20
day average), specifically in light of the current market conditions.
During the last four years there has broadly been a downward trend in the yield on
the 10 year Government Bonds. This trend in interest rates is consistent with the
countervailing nature of central bank policy during a period in which there has
been a significant downgrading in the outlook for the global economy (and hence a
decline in equity markets). However, it is noteworthy that during this period there
have been two periods of rapid decline and very low absolute rates:
The second half of 2008 as the seriousness of the crisis in the US banking
system became apparent following the collapse of Lehman Brothers with
Australian Rf rates briefly declining below 4% in January 2009
The past year during which the seriousness of the issues facing European
economies and the problems of the Euro zone have been more fully
recognised by the financial markets.
Flight to quality
The market response to both these crises has been a “flight to quality” as domestic
and international investors sought out lower risk investments and hence
Government Bond yields have declined rapidly.
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The “flight to quality” represents additional demand for risk free investments in a
time of economic uncertainty, however, the impact of this “flight to quality” on
Government Bond yields is not a reflection that the return required to hold equities
and similar risky assets has declined significantly in line with the fall in
Government Bond yields during the period. Instead, there is a strong basis to
consider that the Government Bond yield reflects an abnormally low measure of Rf
rate during such periods reflecting factors that would not necessarily be expected
to feed through into a lower cost of equity.
Figure 1 below sets out the ASX 200 over the period 1 January 2007 to 4 May 2012.
Figure 1 – ASX 200 since January 2007
7,000

ASX200 Index

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

Source: Bloomberg

The past four years has seen a decline in equity markets. In the period up to March
2009 there was a significant decline followed by a recovery characterised by
continuing volatility. At 4 May 2012 the ASX 200 was 33% below its level at 1
January 2008, but 35% above the low point in March 2009. Over the preceding
year, the ASX 200 index declined from 4,754 to 4,3962.
Figure 2 below provides a comparison of the Indexed 10 year Government Bonds
rate compared to the forecast dividend yields of the All Ordinaries index for the
period 1 January 2007 to 4 May 2012.
Figure 2 - Spread between the Indexed 10 Year Government Bond and
All Ordinaries Forecast Dividend Yield
7.0%
6.0%

Spread (%)

5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

Source: RBA statistics, Bloomberg, PwC analysis

2 Figures presented reflect the closing value of the ASX-200 on 5 May 2011 and 4 May 2012 respectively.
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As shown in the graph above, the spread between the indexed 10 year Government
Bonds rates and the forecast dividend yields have increased since August 2011 (as
was also the case for the period September 2008 to June 2009). The implication of
this analysis is that in times of uncertainty, equity market valuations decrease due
to the requirement for greater returns on equity (proxied in this instance by the
forecast dividends) resulting in increased dividend yields during times of
uncertainty.
Key point
While lower equity market values in recent years reflect in part investor
assessments of likely future cash flows, the current state of equity markets is not
consistent with the view that the significantly lower Government Bond rates have
resulted in a significantly lower cost of equity. Instead it appears that Government
Bond rates in Australia (along with a number of other major markets including the
USA and UK) are abnormally low reflecting “flight to quality” among investors in
response to global economic uncertainty, leading to an additional premia being
sought by investors in other asset classes.
Accordingly, we consider that it is not appropriate to use the observed spot
Government Bond rate, or a short term moving average of 20 days, as the basis for
determining the Rf in conjunction with the estimate of MRP and inflation as
adopted in the IPART draft report.
In terms of adjustment to reflect the abnormally low level of Government Bond
yields, this could be made by:
Adding an amount to the spot measure of Rf; or
Adjusting the measure of MRP used to reflect an additional short term
component of risk over and above the depressed measure of Rf.
Normalising Rf
One way to consider such normalised levels of Rf rate is to look at Government
Bond rates based on rolling average yields over periods of one year and three years.
This approach is effective in eliminating distortions from short term declines (or
spikes) in bond rates.
Figure 3 provides a summary of the spot 10 year Government Bond rates as well as
the one year and three year moving averages.
Figure 3 – Rolling average nominal 10 year Government Bond yields
7.0%

6.0%

5.0%

4.0%

3.0%

"10 Year nominal risk free spot"

10 Year nominal risk free 3 year average

"10 Year nominal risk free annual average"

Source: RBA statistics, Bloomberg, PwC analysis
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As shown above, the rolling average over a one year and three year period results in
an estimate of normalised Rf rate of slightly below 4.5% and 5.0% respectively at 4
May 2012. Either of these data points provide a normalised longer term measure of
Rf rate, but is still heavily influenced by the extended “flight to quality” in response
to the Euro crisis.
Analysing the components of Rf
In addition for the purposes of considering a normalised Rf rate at a current date,
it is appropriate to estimate a longer term measure of the real Rf rate and the
financial market estimate of future inflation. The yield on Government Bonds has
two components being a real yield and a long term inflation estimate.
To infer the real Rf rate implied in the government bond yield, we have analysed
indices for government nominal bonds and inflation linked government bonds.
Reviewing data available on Bloomberg, the most meaningful time series is
depicted by indices for these bonds with a 10 year term.
As analysed below, the significant decline the nominal government bond yield over
the past year has largely been driven by the decline in the real Rf rate. At 5 May
2012, the real Rf rate implied by 10 year bonds was 1.3%. This is historically low
and compares with a typical range for the real Rf rate implied by 10 year bonds
being in the range 2.0% to 3.0% over most of the period since 1 January 2008. In
particular, the real Rf rate is significantly below that in late 2008, when very low
nominal yields reflected very low inflation estimates.
Figure 4 sets out the historical implied real Rf rate since January 2007.
Figure 4 – Implied real Rf rate
4.0%

Implied real risk free rate (5)

3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

Source: RBA statistics, Bloomberg, PwC analysis

Data for the real Rf rate in early 2009 incorporates a “gap” due to the lack of
trading in the index linked bond during this period. Specifically, between March
and May 2009 the index linked bond did not trade and hence movements in the
market Rf rate over that period only become apparent when the index linked bond
traded again in June 2009.
The very low level of current real return implied by the above analysis is consistent
with the view that there has been a significant “flight to quality” with investors
accepting a significantly lower real return in compensation for the greater security
offered by a government backed bond.
The same analysis also indicates that current financial market estimates of
inflation of around 2.7% as at 4 May 2012 is within the range for the financial
markets estimates observed over the past four years (and the RBA stated target for
inflation of 2% to 3%).
Figure 5 sets out the implied inflation expectation since January 2007.
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Figure 5 – Implied inflation expectation
4.5%

Implied inflation (%)

4.0%
3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%

Source: RBA statistics, Bloomberg, PwC analysis

To estimate a normalised level of nominal Rf rate, we have:
Based the inflation measure on the estimate of 2.5% based on the recent
observed range of inflation estimates;
Based our estimate of the real Rf rate component of nominal Rf rate on a
broad average measure of real Rf rate across the period from 2.5% derived
in the above analysis of nominal and inflation linked 10 year bonds; and
Applied the Fisher equation to derive an estimated normalised nominal Rf
rate.
In its decision on the Sydney Desalination Plant (SDP), IPART decided to depart
from applying the indicated short term nominal Rf rate of 3.9%, and instead
adopted a long term parameter value of 5.4%.3 As a result, the mid-point WACC
determined by IPART was increased by 80 bps. IPART explained that this
approach was necessary in the current market circumstances: 4
For this review, we consider that the value of the Rf rate is currently well
below long term averages and that there is a high level of market
uncertainty. We consider the risks of setting a 5-year determination in the
current conditions are more significant than under normal market
conditions; and
Therefore, to guide our view on the point estimate for the WACC, we
estimated the long term averages of the Rf rate, inflation rate and the
MRP.
Based on the above analysis, we derive a normalised estimate of Rf rate of 5.0% as
at 5 May 2012.

3

IPART (December, 2011), Review of water prices for Sydney Desalination Plant Pty Limited – From 1 July 2012,
Water – Final Report, pp. 94-95.

4

IPART (December, 2011), pp.93-94.
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Conclusion
Analysing an expected longer term level of Rf rate, we have considered the
financial market estimate of inflation of 2.5% inherent in the yields on nominal and
inflation linked Australian Government bonds (which is consistent with the long
term target range for inflation in Australia).We have also reviewed the level of real
Rf rates in Australia over the past five years. Apart from the second half of 2011,
real Rf rates have typically been in the range 2% to 3%.
Accordingly, when the Rf rate is depressed, as is currently the case, we consider
that it is not appropriate to use the observed spot Government Bond rate, or a
short term moving average of 20 days, as the basis for determining the Rf in
conjunction with the estimate of MRP and inflation as adopted in the IPART draft
report. As noted by IPART in its SDP decision in December 2011, it is more
important to adopt long term parameters for Rf and the MRP, and estimate a cost
of equity that will be more reflective of the cost of raising equity capital in the
current market.
Combining the financial market estimate of inflation of 2.5% and a real Rf rate of
2.5% implies a longer term Rf rate for Australia in the order of 5.0% or
approximately 1.4% above the spot Government Bond yield at 4 May 2012.
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3 Market risk premium
3.1.1

Comments on IPART‟s MRP

MRP as a component of the CAPM
Market risk premium (MRP) is a measure of the long term excess return earned on
a diversified portfolio of equities inferred from comparison of long term equity
returns and the returns available on risk free investments represented by
Government Bonds. Inevitably this measure will be extremely volatile over short
and medium term periods and hence estimates of MRP typically refer to excess
returns over very long periods.
Long term estimates of MRP for the Australian market typically have been 6% as
reflected in:
The general adoption of the rate of 6% in more normal market conditions
by Australian valuers and regulators; and
Academic research covering the period 1883 to 2010 which indicates an
MRP in the order of 6% where no value is explicitly modelled for
imputation credits.
Regulators also give some weight to forward looking or ex ante estimates, which
tend to be less than 6%.
The most pertinent question in today‟s market is whether, if a long term MRP is
applied in the CAPM formula to derive a rate of return, it is appropriate to pair a
long term MRP with a „short term‟ Rf rate. If a long term MRP is applied, and then
a long term Rf rate must also be applied, otherwise the resulting estimated rate of
return will under-estimate the required rate of return. Alternatively, it would be
necessary to apply a short term MRP in conjunction with the observed short term
Rf rate, rather than the long term rate.
Evidence from independent expert reports
It is noteworthy that since mid 2011, when deteriorating international financial
market conditions resulted in a precipitous decline in the 10 year Government
Bonds rate, there has been a response among Australian market participants who
are deciding the disposition and valuation of billions of dollars of investments in a
wide range of industries. In valuing the assets that are being exchanged in mergers
and takeovers, the response of leading independent experts has been to make an
upward adjustment in the Rf rate applied to determine the cost of equity when the
discounted cash flow (DCF) methodology has been applied.
We have reviewed certain assumptions employed in the WACC calculation of
various independent expert reports in respect of market based transactions across
a wide range of industries.
Table 2 provides a summary of the assumed Rf rate, and other inputs adopted in all
of the independent expert reports for Australian based transactions in excess of
$150 million since October 2011 that applied a CAPM methodology (excludes the
property sector).
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Table 2 – Rf and other inputs adopted in Independent Expert Reports

Adopted
Rf

Implied
premium
above spot
rate

MRP

4.39%

4.44%

0.05%

7.0%

Grant
Thornton

4.06%.

4.6%

0.54%.

6.0%

March
2012

PwCS

4.0%

5.1%

1.1%

6.0%

January
2012

Grant
Thornton

3.83%

5.0%

1.17%.

6.0%

January
2012

KPMG
Corporate
Finance

3.9%

4.8%

0.9%

6.0%

Brockman
Resources Inc

December
2011

Deloitte

3.86%

4.1%

0.24%

6.0%

AUSTAR

December
2011

Grant
Samuel

3.92%

4.5%

0.58%

6.0%

Bow Energy Ltd

November
2011

Grant
Samuel

4.07%

4.5%

0.43%

6.0%

Fosters Group
Ltd

October
2011

Grant
Samuel

4.38%

4.5%

0.12%

6.0%

Coal & Allied
Industries Ltd

October
2011

Lonergan
Edwards

4.2%

5.0%

0.8%

6.0%

Entity

Gloucester Coal
Ltd
Ludowici Ltd
Aston Resources
Ltd
oOh!median
Group Ltd
Murchison
Metals Ltd

Author

10 Year
Govt Bond
Rate
(Spot)

April 2012

Deloitte

April 2012

Date of
Report

Source: Company filings, RBA statistics

As shown above, a number of the reports reference the use of a Rf rate other than
the current spot Rf rate due to the current lower-than-normal level of the
Australian governement bonds. In one instance a MRP of 7% is adopted.
Deloitte (Gloucester Coal Ltd): “Since there is no zero coupon government
bond issued by the Australian Government, we have utilised the zero coupon bond
yield calculated by Thomson Reuters, which excludes the coupon payments from
the 10 year Australian Government Bond. In determining Rf we have taken the 5day average of the zero coupon 10-year Australian Government Bond yield for
the period of 20 March 2012 to March 26 2012. In recent years it has been
common market practice in Australia in expert‟s reports and regulatory decisions
to adopt an MRP of 6%. Having considered the various approaches and their
limitations, we consider a MRP of 7% to be appropriate. ” (page 284 of
Explanatory Statement dated 30 April 2012)
Grant Thornton (Ludowici Ltd): “Given the current volatility in the global
economy due to the uncertainty associated with European debt markets, we have
observed the yield on the 10 year Australian Commonwealth Government Bond
over a longer period. Based on the average yield for the period 1 March 2011 to 1
March 2012, we have adopted a risk free rate of 4.6%.” (page 233 of Scheme
Booklet dated 10 April 2012)
PwCS (Aston Resources Ltd): “Combining the financial market estimate of
inflation of 2.5% and a real risk free rate of 2.6% implies a longer term Rf rate for
Australia in the order of 5.1%. For the purposes of estimating the cost of equity,
we have added an amount to Rf and retained the long term measure of MRP”
(page 218 of Scheme Booklty dated 9 March 2012)
Grant Thornton (oOh!median Group Ltd): “Based on the average yield for
the period 1 January 2011 to 12 December 2011, we have adopted a Rf rate of 5%.”
(page 147 of Scheme Booklet dated 20 January 2012)
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KPMG (Murchison Metals Ltd): “We have applied an additional specific
adjustment of 0.9% per annum in relation to the Australian risk free rate.” (pages
81 and 86 of Explanatory Memorandum dated 3 January 2012)
Deloitte (Brockman Resources Limited): “Since there is no zero coupon
government bond issued by the Australian Government, we have utilised the zero
coupon bond yield calculated by Thomson Reuters, which excludes the coupon
payments from the 10 year Australian Government Bond. In determining Rf we
have taken the 5-day average of the zero coupon 10-year Australian Government
Bond yield for the period of 5 December 2011 to 9 December 2011.” (page 79 of
Targets Statement dated 21 December 2011)
Grant Samuel (AUSTAR United Communications Ltd): “Grant Samuel has
adopted a risk free rate of 4.5%. The risk free rate approximates the current yield
to maturity on ten year Australian Government bonds.” (page 136 of Scheme
Booklet dated 15 December 2011)
Grant Samuel (Bow Energy Ltd): “Grant Samuel has adopted a risk free rate
of 4.5%. The risk free rate approximates the current yield to maturity on ten year
Australian Government bonds. The yield to maturity on ten year Australian
Government bonds declined sharply (from around 5%) with the downturn in
global capital markets (and the associated increased volatility) in August 2011.”
(page 165 of Scheme Booklet dated 17 November 2011)
Grant Samuel (Fosters Group Ltd): “Grant Samuel has adopted a risk free
rate of 4.5%. The risk free rate approximates the current yield to maturity on ten
year Australian Government bonds.” (page 165 of Explanatory Booklet dated 27
October 2011)
Lonergan Edwards (Coal & Allied Industries Ltd): “If we were to adopt a
risk free rate of 4.2%, in our opinion it would be appropriate to adopt a
correspondingly higher market risk premium.” (page 98 of Scheme Booklet dated
24 October 2011)
Conclusion
A long term MRP must be coupled with a long term Rf rate. If the short term Rf
rate declines markedly in response to current world financial market difficulties, it
is necessary to either apply the long term MRP of 6 per cent as well as a long term
Rf rate (i.e. the current spot rate plus an uplift to equal the long term Rf rate), or
the current spot Rf rate applied to a current MRP that is higher than the long term
MRP (i.e. higher than 6 per cent).
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4 Debt margin
4.1.1

IPART‟s methodology to estimate debt margin

Page 97 of the IPART draft report sets out the following:
“Due to changes in the Australian bond market since [the IPART 2010 Final
Report], we have not been able to set the debt margin using the same
sample of bonds. However, we have applied the same principles as were
used in [the IPART 2010 Final Report] to update the debt margin
valuation.”
IPART‟s methodology to estimate the debt margin is based on:
A sample of securities from the Australian bond market with a credit rating
of BBB to BBB+ and have at least 2 years to maturity;
Including the Bloomberg 7-year BBB fair value curve in the sample; and
The yields are expressed as a margin over the Rf rate and include 12.5 basis
bps for debt raising costs.
In applying its methodology, consistent with the IPART 2010 Final Report, the
upper, lower and midpoint values derived from the sample of securities are inputs
to the IPART draft report WACC calculation.
The IPART draft report sets out a debt margin for Generation and Retail to be
follows:
240 basis points (bps) to 390 bps for Generation, or 315 bps at the midpoint;
and
250 bps to 390 bps for Retail, or 320 bps at the midpoint.
The IPART draft report sets out on page 96, that “the lower discount rate [than
that determined in 2011) is a reflection of currently low levels on bond yields.”

4.1.2 Comments on IPART‟s methodology
Use of the Bloomberg Fair Value Curve
While the Bloomberg fair value curve does occasionally depart from providing debt
risk premium information that is reflective of the current market, it has a series of
advantages and it would be reasonable to continue to take it into account when
assessing the debt risk premium. The main advantage with the Bloomberg fair
value curve is that it is an observable benchmark, and is simple to apply.
Bloomberg imposes a series of tests to ensure that the data that it applies is of
sufficient quality, and it is this screening process that has led to its current
problems, since it has not included all of the new bonds that have been issued.
Bloomberg derives particular strength from these last two points. Within the
Australian regulatory framework for setting prices, the last formal opportunity that
regulated businesses have to comment on the WACC is some four or five months
before the WACC is locked in, and during which time markets can change
materially. Since the Bloomberg fair value curve is observable and Bloomberg is
careful about taking account of new evidence, it has allowed regulators (at least
prior to the global financial crisis) to commit to using the Bloomberg curve in
Origin – IPART WACC calculation
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advance without requiring a detailed analysis of the outcomes in a particular
averaging period.
The Australian Competition Tribunal’s recent decisions
The Australian Competition Tribunal (the Tribunal) has recently given strong
endorsement to the application of the Bloomberg fair value in appeals against
decisions on the debt risk premium made by the Australian Energy Regulator
(AER). For example, the Tribunal provided Jemena with a debt risk premium of
434 bps (based on the extrapolated Bloomberg fair value curve), with the Tribunal
concluding that:5
The Tribunal emphasises that it is important for the AER to estimate the DRP and
other WACC components with rigour and transparency, using comprehensive
market-accepted data and offering some degree of certainty about the way in
which it will apply the various estimating formulae (including the DRP formula)
to a regulated company. Its estimating practices, data sources and reference
periods must be well articulated, consistent and communicated to the parties and
must, generally speaking, follow the precedents well-established in previous
decisions made by the Tribunal in Application by ActewAGL Distribution and
Application by Jemena Gas Networks (NSW) Ltd (No5).
Tribunal stated that sound reasons would need to be provided for the AER to
depart from its previous practice of accepting the Bloomberg fair value curve. 6 In
its recent final decisions on Powerlink and Aurora Energy, the AER abandoned its
previous approach, which looked at a sample of bonds of varying maturities and
took a simple average, and adopted an approach that extrapolates the Bloomberg 7
year BBB fair value curve to 10 years.7 This is at odds with the methodology being
applied by IPART in its draft decision, which resembles the AER‟s previous
approach.
The validity of IPART’s bond sample
We note that the bonds in IPART‟s bond sample are of a varying date to maturity,
as set out in table 3 and table 4 for generation and retail respectively.

5

Application by United Energy Distribution Pty Limited (No 2) [2012] ACompT 4 (6 January 2012), para. 461.

6

Application by Envestra Limited (No 2) [2012] ACompT 4 (11 January 2012), para. 120.

7

AER (April, 2012), Powerlink Transmission Determination 2012-13 to 2016-17; AER (April, 2012), Final
Distribution Determination Aurora Energy Pty Ltd 2012-13 to 2016-17.
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Table 3 – Summary of IPART bond sample for Generation

Security

Ticker

Credit rating
(S&P/Moody's/Fitch)

Bloomberg 7 year BBB
fair value curve
Leaseplan Aust
Mirvac
Sydney Airport
Santos
GAIF
Mirvac
New Terminal
Dexus
Sydney Airport
Caltex Aust Fin
Brisbane Airport
APT Pipelines

C3567Y index

n/a

EI579028 Corp
EI195249 Corp
EI308853 Corp
EF102609 Corp
EI675822 Corp
EI414696 Corp
EF641357 Corp
EI223256 Corp
EI684902 Corp
EI883417 Corp
EI620440 Corp
EI325336 Corp

BBB+/A3/BBB+
BBB
BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB+/-/BBB/-/BBB/-/BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB+/Baa1/BBB+
BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB+/-/BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB/Baa2/BBB

Maturity
n/a
24/02/2014
15/03/2015
6/07/2015
23/09/2015
19/05/2016
16/09/2016
20/09/2016
21/04/2017
6/07/2018
23/11/2018
9/07/2019
22/07/2020

Observation for 20
days to 3 Feb 12
years to
average
maturity yield
(%)
n/a
7.3051
2.06
3.11
3.42
3.64
4.29
4.62
4.63
5.22
6.42
6.81
7.43
8.47

6.6536
6.5156
6.3024
6.1792
7.3975
7.1006
7.1410
6.6589
7.0808
6.5912
6.6330
7.0454

Source: Bloomberg

As shown in the table above, all of the observed bonds have less than ten years to
maturity, and only two of the observed bonds are longer than seven years to
maturity. In addition, the IPART bond sample illustrates that the cost of debt is
higher for bonds with a longer tenor to maturity. Specifically,
The three year difference between the maturity of the Sydney airport bonds
results in a 77.8 basis point price differential; and
The 1.5 year difference between the maturity of the Mirvac bonds results in a
58.5 basis point differential.
Table 4 – Summary of IPART bond sample for Retail

Security

Ticker

Maturity

C3567Y index

Credit rating
(S&P/Moody's/Fitch)
n/a

Bloomberg 7 year
BBB fair value curve
Mirvac
Sydney Airport
Santos
GAIF
Mirvac
New Terminal
Dexus
Sydney Airport
Caltex Aust Fin
Brisbane Airport
APT Pipelines

EI195249 Corp
EI308853 Corp
EF102609 Corp
EI675822 Corp
EI414696 Corp
EF641357 Corp
EI223256 Corp
EI684902 Corp
EI883417 Corp
EI620440 Corp
EI325336 Corp

BBB
BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB+/-/BBB/-/BBB/-/BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB+/Baa1/BBB+
BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB+/-/BBB/Baa2/BBB
BBB/Baa2/BBB

15/03/2015
6/07/2015
23/09/2015
19/05/2016
16/09/2016
20/09/2016
21/04/2017
6/07/2018
23/11/2018
9/07/2019
22/07/2020

n/a

Observation for 20
days to 19 Mar 12
years to
average
maturity yield(%)
n/a
7.4342
2.99
3.30
3.52
4.17
4.50
4.51
5.09
6.30
6.68
7.31
8.35

6.9935
6.6691
6.6064
7.7989
7.3402
7.4040
6.9679
7.2414
6.7430
6.9433
7.2951

Source: Bloomberg
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It is notable that Lease plan is not included in Retail sample as its maturity is
within 2 years as at the observation date to 19 March 2012.
As shown in the table above, consistent with the Generation bond sample, all of the
observed bonds have less than ten years to maturity, and only one of the observed
bonds are longer than seven years to maturity. In addition, the IPART bond sample
illustrates that the cost of debt is higher for bonds with a longer tenor. Specifically,
The three year difference between the maturity of the Sydney airport bonds
results in a 57.2 basis point price differential; and
The 1.5 year difference between the maturity of the Mirvac bonds results in a
34.7 basis point differential.
The implication of the spreads identified for the same issuers with different
maturies is that for each year of additional tenor a further 20 bps to 25 bps of
return is required by investors. We have cross checked this implication using the
Bloomberg fair value curves for varying tenors below.
In our view, IPART should apply the Bloomberg 7 year BBB fair value curve, with
an adjustment factor to reflect a ten year tenor and its estimate of borrowing costs
of 12.5 bps as referred to above.
7 year BBB corporate bond yields
We observed the 7 year BBB corporate bond yields as at 7 May 2012 to be as
follows:
Spot rate of 6.61%;
30 day average of 7.03%;
90 day average of 7.29%;
180 average of 7.52%; and
1 year average of 7.72%.
We note that the nominal pre-tax cost of debt in the IPART draft report is in the
range of 6.2% to 7.8% for Generation and 6.6% to 8.0% for Retail.
Figure 6 sets out the yield for 7 year BBB Australian corporate bonds as well as the
ten and seven year Government Bonds rate over the period May 2006 to May 2012.
Figure 6 – 7 year BBB bond yields compared to 7 year and 10 year
Government Bond rates
10.0

Gross Yield (%)

9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0

BBB rated bonds

10 year Risk free rate

7 year Risk free rate

Source: Capital IQ
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As shown above, the relative movements in all the rates shown above share some
degree of correlation. From the period of December 2010 to April 2012 we note
that there has been a steady decline in all rates shown above.
Figure 7 below depicts the spread 0f the seven year BBB Australian corporate
bonds over the seven year Government Bonds rate over the period from May 2006
to May 2012.
Figure 7 – Spread of 7 year BBB bond yields over 7 year Government
Bond rates
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Source: Capital IQ

As shown above, for the period of April 09 to April 2012 the spread over the 7 year
Rf rate has remained relatively consistent. The average spread over this 3 year
period is 3.69% and this compares to the spot spread as at 7 May 2012 of 3.53%.
Figure 8 below depicts the spread between the 10 year and seven year Government
Bonds rate over the period from May 2006 to May 2012.
Figure 8 – Spread between 10 year and 7 year Government Bond rates
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Source: Capital IQ

As shown above, the spread between the 10 year and 7 year Government Bonds has
shown some variability. Specifically, the negative values for the spread between
May 2006 and March 2008 indicate that the yield curve was inverted. From the
period of November 2008 to April 2012 the spread has varied and reached a high
of approximately 46 bps in January 2009. The spread has been approximately 30
bps since April 2012. We would expect the additional maturity spread on BBB
corporate bonds to be higher than than the spread on Government Bonds.

Origin – IPART WACC Calculation
PwC
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Cross checking the additional spread for tenor
We note that IPART's calculation utilise a 10 year Australian Rf rate and a debt
margin that is based on reference to 7 year BBB corporate bonds. We note that this
methodology introduces some inconsistency between the maturity of these rates.
As a result we have undertaken an analysis of the yield curve for Australian 7 year
BBB corporate bonds for the following tenors:
30 days (3 months);
60 days (6 months);
365 days (1 year);
730 days (2 year) ;
1095 days (3 year);
1460 days (4 year);
1825 days (5 year); and
2555 days (7 year).
Figure 9 below shows the profile of the yield curve as at 7 May 2012 for the tenors
stated above.
Figure 9 – Yield curve of 7 year BBB corporate bonds
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We acknowledge that using tenors of less than a year for the purpose of the above
analysis may be somewhat distorting due to the influence of monetary policy on
the yields of bonds with short terms to maturity. Nevertheless, given the limited
data points, we have used all tenors as an illustration of the fact that the risk
premium rises with term.
We have derived an estimate of the spread for a 10 year BBB corporate bond by
utilising the linear equation implied by the trendline shown above. This is done as
a result of no observable market data for the 10 year BBB corporate bonds. The
linear equation implied by the trendline above is y = 0.0005x + 5.3005. Using the
slope of the regression line, we have estimated an additional spread of 55 bps for 10
year BBB corporate bonds relative to 7 year BBBcorporate bonds.
It should be noted that the above derivation is an approximation that is derived
using a limited number of data points and that should a more in depth analysis be
performed the estimates may change. However, this is consistent with the
additional spread required for „paired‟ bonds issued by Sydney Airtport and Mirvac
shown in Tables 3 and 4 above.
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Conclusion
On the basis of the above, using the Bloomberg 7 year BBB fair value plus an
additional premium for term in the range of 15 to 25 bps per annum, would result
in a debt margin (applicable to a Rf based on 10 year Government Bond rates) of at
least 400 bps.
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5 Gamma factor
5.1.1

IPART‟s Gamma factor

The IPART draft report adopts a gamma factor in the range of 0.5-0.3, denoting
that the applied range is the same range as used previously.
IPART March 2012 Review of Gamma Imputation Credits (gamma)
In March 2012, IPART issued their final decision in the report „Review of
imputation credits (gamma) – Research - Final decision‟ (the IPART Gamma
Report), which was written with the purpose to “explain our final decisions on the
value of imputation credits, or gamma, that we will use for future price
determinations.” In the IPART Gamma Report, IPART concludes on applying a
gamma of 0.25 for future price determinations. This is significantly lower than the
current range of 0.5 to 0.3 as adopted in the IPART Draft Report.
IPART supports the lower gamma conclusion based on the following:
“Stability of WACC and prices over time
We currently use a gamma range of 0.5 to 0.3, with a mid-point of 0.4. The
change in gamma has an impact on notional revenue, but the impact is small.
This will be explained in detail in Section 4.5. We judge that the evidence for a
lower gamma is sufficient to justify this change.
Consistency with the approach taken by other regulators and
associated tribunals
The AER has adopted a gamma value of 0.25 based on the ACT‟s 2010/11
decision.8 The ERAWA also changed its gamma to 0.25 for the 2011 Dampier to
Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline access arrangement.
Consistency with academic studies
Academic and independent expert studies have produced a wide range of
estimates of the gamma. The SFG study is a significant addition to these studies
and adds weight to the evidence for a lower gamma.
Consistency with commercial practice
Most commercial valuations use a classical tax system with a gamma value of 0.
For those that use an imputation tax system, we confirmed that, after the ACT
decision, some practitioners use a gamma value to 0.25”
IPART concludes the following in the IPART Gamma Report:
“Having regard to the available evidence, our final decision is to use a
gamma value of 0.25 in our future price determinations.”
We note that a number of academic studies have been prepared on the value of
imputation credits (or gamma), and that the ranges in the studies vary. However,
considering the exstensive research recently prepared by IPART concluding that a
gamma of 0.25 is appropriate for future price determinations in March 2012, we

8 Australian Competition Tribunal - Application by Energex Limited (Gamma) (No 5) [2011] ACompT 9 (12 May 2011)
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Gamma factor

find it unusual that IPART would use any other gamma estimate to calculate
electricity prices in the IPART Draft Report.
Conclusion
On the basis of IPART‟s final decision of a gamma factor of 0.25 as set out in the
IPART Gamma Report, the gamma factor adopted in the IPART Draft Report
should be lowered to 0.25. We note that such decrease in gamma will increase the
pre-tax WACC, and thereby increase the notional revenues required to reach the
required return on capital.
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1)

INTRODUCTION

In an efficient, competitive market where all participants have access to all information required
to make the “best” decision, market prices should reflect the underlying cost of producing the
product being sold. If prices rise above this level, new production (in the case of an electricity
market, new generation of an appropriate type and capacity) would enter the market in response,
lowering prices to a sustainable level.
Alternatively, if changing market conditions (e.g. improved energy efficiency, as opposed to
temporary weather effects) lead to lower prices, uncompetitive generators would be expected to
withdraw capacity. This has been recently observed with the summer-only operation of Northern
Power Station and retirement of Playford B Power Station in South Australia, as well as the
temporary shutdown of two units at Tarong Power Station1 and one unit at Yallourn Power
Station2. Stanwell, owner of Tarong Power Station, notes that the units will be off-line for at least
two years “or until wholesale electricity demand improves”. In the case of old or inefficient
generation, once mothballed, it is likely to be permanently retired, particularly in the presence of
a carbon price or other emissions reduction strategies.
Most significantly, market prices cannot remain “low” (i.e. lower than some sustainable level)
unless this reflects an underlying reduction in the cost of generation (e.g. the development of a
new low-cost technology or reduced fuel costs3). Averaged over a sufficient period of time, an
effective, competitive market delivers prices that reflect the underlying cost of generation.
The electricity standing contract prices for the South Australia jurisdiction, established under the
Electricity Act 1996 (Electricity Act) should reflect the underlying fundamentals of the market in
the medium to long term. If it does not do that, and there is a temporary, unsustainable reduction
in the standing price, there is a risk that consumers will inadvertently shift towards investment in
inefficient end use technologies that do not reflect the true electricity costs, including the long
run marginal costs of generation, carbon prices, renewable energy targets, and associated
structural changes.
Furthermore, the higher revenue risk incurred by retailers as a result of short term tariff setting
will ultimately translate to higher prices for consumers and greater barriers to entry for new
retailers, potentially reducing competition in the retail market.
ROAM explores each of these issues further below.

1

http://www.stanwell.com/Files/Stanwell_Media_Release -_Stanwell_to_withdraw_Tarong_Power_Station
_units_from_service_-_11_October_2012.PDF
2

http://www.abc.net.au/local/stories/2012/10/17/3612578.htm (17th October 2012)

3

An example of a ‘game changer’ is the development of low cost shale gas in the US, leading to a major
increase in the proportion of generation from gas in recent years. There is no evidence of such a game
changer in Australia, and, on the contrary, increases in fuel costs are resulting from a permanent shift to
exporting Eastern Australian gas.
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2)

PRESENT SITUATION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
MARKET

The present situation in the National Electricity Market (NEM) in general, and in South Australia
(SA) in particular, is that a number of short term factors are delivering a misleading signal of
wholesale energy costs and these are seen as lower contract prices. In SA, this is presently being
driven by low, certainly lower than expected in the recent past, underlying demand growth, high
penetration of domestic rooftop solar PV and very high penetration of large scale wind
generation. In SA the penetration of a relatively high capacity of wind generation has led to a
period of low market prices as a result of ‘the merit order effect’. The merit order effect has been
well documented in relation to the Australian and international energy markets, and results in
market prices being suppressed to low levels due to relatively high capacity of low short run
marginal cost (SRMC) generation bidding into the market. For example, the average South
Australian pool price is approximately $10/MWh lower during periods of high wind (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Impact of wind power on the South Australian electricity price

4

The low market price resulting from this low bidding plant, however, does not reflect the true cost
of such energy, as capital and fixed operating costs for such plant are significant. The long run cost
of such energy is provided for through long term power purchase contracts (facilitated through
additional schemes, such as the Large-scale Renewable Energy Target, which are not available to
other market participants) which effectively create a situation in which such contracted plant are
indifferent to the wholesale energy market price. This is discussed further below.
Therefore, while renewables have the potential to cause market savings (through the lower usage
of high cost peaking plant in the short term, and through avoiding rising fuel costs and carbon
pricing in the long-term5), the true long-term marginal cost of energy production is most likely not
being accurately reflected in the current South Australian (and indeed, NEM-wide) prices.
4

Source: AEMO published data

5

In the long-term, the optimal generation mix may change (e.g., high wind penetration may result in less
baseload/shoulder plant and more peaking generation being part of the optimal mix). The costs and
benefits of this transition are beyond the scope of this report.
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Events like this have happened previously in the NEM where, for example, a long period of low
spot and contract prices was followed in 2007 by a rapid realisation across the market of
impending drought. This drove spot and contract prices up to about double virtually overnight
with the contract market in lock step with the spot market. This is illustrated in Figure 2 which
shows the futures market price for the period 2007 to 2009. In July 2007 the peak futures trading
price for the following 2008 summer escalated from $70/MWh to $105/MWh in response to high
prices being experienced in the wholesale energy 2007 period.

Figure 2: Peak futures price trends in South Australia 2007 to 2009

6

The observed quarterly average wholesale energy market prices through the history of the market
(Figure 3) clearly show such transient trends. It is also noted that the South Australia region is
particularly susceptible to price shocks due to the region being relatively small with relatively
weak interconnection with the remainder of the NEM.

6

Source: d-cyphaTrade
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Figure 3: Quarterly wholesale energy market prices through history

7

The effects of drought were particularly observable with hydro generators such as Snowy, which
had been operating at unsustainable levels drawing storages down to unprecedented low points.
This was compounded by unavailability of sufficient fresh water in all Eastern States to maintain
production. At the same time the demand for irrigation drove demand upwards in many
locations. The EAAP8 process was introduced into the NEM Rules whereby all energy limited
generators now have to report quarterly on their available energy production levels. The findings
are published in a two year forward looking assessment of network reliability. This gives a signal
to the market as to potential shortfalls which should assist in making objective decisions about
forward prices. Under drought conditions, even now with healthy storage levels, supplies could
again be limited in the presence of low inflows and wholesale prices could increase markedly
across the NEM.

3)

RISK MANAGEMENT FOR GENERATORS AND RETAILERS

Recovery of long-run costs by generators through spot pricing
Although generators do not usually generate for spot market prices less than their SRMC (so they
are not losing money in the short term by generating), there is no guarantee over any given
period that the average spot price will be at a sufficient level to recover their long run marginal
cost (LRMC). This is true whether prices are considered hour to hour (accounting for diurnal
variations in demand and spot price) or over medium timescales such as year to year (accounting
for, for example, La Nina and El Nino weather cycles). For example, extreme peaking generators
that were fully exposed to the market might only be profitable one year in ten, with the revenue
received in that year sufficient to cover their costs in the other years.
In the NEM, generators are able to recover their long-run costs through two mechanisms in the
spot market: marginal pricing and a high market price cap (MPC). Under marginal pricing, all
generators dispatched are paid the marginal price prevailing in that period, as opposed to being
‘pay as bid’. Therefore, while during the night baseload generators might set the marginal price to
near to their SRMCs, during peak periods they could expect to receive the marginal market price
7

Source: State of the Energy Market 2011, AER.

8

Energy Adequacy Assessment Projection, first report published on 31 March 2010.
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set by the higher SRMC of a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) or open cycle gas turbine (OCGT).
If prices in the market are insufficient, base load generators will not see the uplift they need to
remain in the market and will exit. As discussed previously, this behaviour is currently being
observed in most states.
If all generators engaged in purely SRMC bidding (such as occurs in the SWIS9) then the highest
SRMC extreme peaking generators (plus other generators, depending on the range of prices)
would not be able to recover their LRMCs. The marginal pricing energy only market design leads
to the so-called “missing money” problem. This phenomena, well documented by Hogan10 et.al.,
shows that the market must experience spot prices well in excess of the highest SRMC and indeed
in excess of the highest LRMC supply in the system in order to achieve a necessary income from
the market to support their investment in generation. The missing money is the income from the
market that is necessary to recover generation fixed costs. This is the primary reason for the
Australian NEM having a very high MPC. Therefore, to accommodate this, many generators in the
NEM reserve some capacity to very high price bid offers, up to the MPC (currently $12,900/MWh).
These extreme price periods provide the missing money to generators, as well as strong price
signals for when new entrant generation is required. Due to suppressed demand in the NEM, and
a relative abundance of water for hydro generation at present, these essential signals are not
occurring but could quickly re-appear in the event of a hot summer.
The market acts, in the longer term, to rebalance supply and demand such that all generator
types will meet their LRMC and to avoid an oversupply of either peak or base load generation
which would result in higher overall costs and be passed on as higher prices. Therefore, if a
market is not delivering the LRMC, it is an indication that the market is in a process of
restructuring through a change in plant mix and installed capacity. This should not be used as a
signal to consumers by reducing prices through the standing contract. While in the short term it
may seem reasonable to pass on the wholesale energy market price signal to retail consumers, it
must then follow that short term high wholesale market prices should also be passed on. This
would appear less appealing.

Financial hedging
Together, marginal pricing and an appropriate MPC, combined with appropriate bidding strategies
by generators, ensure that long-term market revenues will be sufficient to recover costs for a
sustainable market. Nevertheless, the variability in prices and revenue over shorter time frames
(months to years) poses significant risk to generators which are required to service annual debt.
Critically, most financial institutions are unwilling to provide capital for projects with such risky
cash flows11. For example, developers report that finance is not available for new wind projects
9

The SWIS is the South West Interconnected System. The corresponding market is the WA WEM. All
generators in the SWIS receive a capacity payment to enable them to recover their fixed costs of capital,
operations and maintenance.
10

ON AN “ENERGY ONLY” ELECTRICITY MARKET DESIGN FOR RESOURCE ADEQUACY, William W. Hogan,
Center for Business and Government John F. Kennedy School of Government Harvard University Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02138
September 23, 2005.
11

For a typical discussion of these issues, see
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without a power purchase agreement (PPA) providing a guaranteed revenue stream12 for at least
ten years. Therefore, a strong and competitive contract market is essential.
Similarly, the relevance to the wholesale energy cost component of the standing contract is that if
a retailer were to be exposed to spot market prices, they would potentially be exposed to
significant losses during extreme price years, given that annual retail tariffs are fixed in advance
for the year. Although in the long-run prudent retail tariffs and profits during milder years may
ensure that the retailer was profitable, this risk profile is unlikely to be sustainable. The collapse
of the Jackgreen Energy retailer in late 2009 provides an example of failure to hedge against such
risks.
To respond to these risks, generators and retailers take on various financial hedges. These
strategies include:
Ownership of generation (vertical integration). In this case, the retailer takes on the cost
of constructing and operating the plant, and will not be exposed to market prices for
generation sourced from this plant. Instead, electricity is effectively purchased at a price
set by the plant’s LRMC. From the generation side, depending on company structure,
revenue may be secured through explicit PPAs or project specific debt may be
incorporated into the company’s portfolio.
Over-the-counter (OTC) contracts. Retailers may secure financial contracts with
generators through direct negotiation. Long-term contracts will usually be set at a price
representing the long-run costs of the generator, although short-term market prices may
be factored into the near-term. For example, the PPA signed by AGL for Oaklands Hill
Wind Farm13 offered a price of $98/MWh for the first two years, rising to $115.50/MWh
for the remainder of the period. This price is, however, inclusive of the renewable energy
certificate (REC) price.
Futures contracts. These contracts are secured through the ASX and represent the view of
future market prices (plus, potentially, a contract premium) of buyers, sellers and
speculators. Given the shorter-term nature of these contracts (for specific quarters), they
are likely to reflect specific price-related market features such as weather forecasting
rather than the underlying cost of generation. Also, at currently traded volumes, it is
unlikely to be possible to purchase a complete portfolio at published prices.
For energy purchased through plant ownership or long-term OTC contracts, the energy costs
incurred by the retailer are determined by the underlying cost of generation, rather than by
market prices. Although some energy will be purchased through futures contracts and some
directly from the spot market (i.e., a least-cost risk-adjusted mix of short-term contracts, longterm contracts (or plant ownership) and spot price exposure), it is unrealistic to assume that a
retailer’s costs in any year are represented by solely futures prices (although the (typically small)

http://aie.org.au/Content/NavigationMenu/SydneyBranch/PastEventsSydney/Ian_Kay_240510.pdf
12

More specifically, derisking the price component of the revenue stream; volume risk (due to weather
conditions over any period) remains, but has significantly lower variability (up to about 10% change in
average generation from year to year; see for example, Table 5-1
of
http://www.aemo.com.au/planning/0400-0057.pdf
13

http://www.agl.com.au/Downloads/ASX%20-%20Oaklands%20Hill%20Sale%20final%20270611.pdf
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unhedged and futures components of the retailer’s total annual cost may be driven by short term
prices).

4)

IMPACT OF THE ADOPTION OF EPC METHODOLOGY

Although the adoption of the Electricity Purchase Cost (EPC) methodology will provide short term
benefits to consumers through lower prices, it risks long-term negative impacts for customers and
for the market in general.
If standing contract prices are set based solely on futures contracts, which typically only have
sufficient liquidity up to 24 months in advance (and considerably less in South Australia), the most
prudent strategy for a retailer would be to procure their energy on the same basis. Such a retailer
would ensure that its cost of energy and the retail tariff were in line for any regulatory period,
minimizing the risk of losses. Although, in practice, retailers would likely still employ some longterm contracts and maintain ownership of existing plant, an EPC approach to setting the retail
tariff would gradually shift the market towards shorter term contracts. This would have a range of
impacts, as discussed below.

Impact on consumers
Consumers would, by necessity, be exposed to significant price volatility in their retail tariffs. For
instance, annual volume weighted electricity prices for the South Australia region are shown in
Figure 4 below. If futures prices correctly captured the observed spot prices, and full costs and
savings were passed on to consumers, the wholesale energy cost component of retail tariffs could
rise and fall by up to 50% in any year, leading to annual changes of up to 4c/kWh (nominal
dollars).
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Figure 4: Annual average volume weighted pool price in South Australia

14

Although such volatility would more accurately pass on to consumers the economic incentives for
or against energy consumption in any given year, it is at the expense of increased uncertainty.
While these stronger price signals (and opportunity to optimize usage to minimize costs) may be
desirable for some consumers, this does not appear to be in-line with the purpose of the standing
contract price. ROAM also notes that consumers who wish to more actively participate in
electricity market decisions can already switch to market contracts if they wish.
Consumer incentives for engaging in energy efficiency or demand side management efforts may
also be reduced. For example, despite high prices in one year, consumers might be willing to delay
investment in energy efficient appliances in the hope of significantly lower prices in the following
year.
Similarly, if retail prices are not cost reflective, but rather below cost, consumers will be
incentivised to increase their energy usage to unsustainable levels. Arguably this has happened in
the last five to ten years due to the network component of electricity prices not recovering the
long run marginal costs of network development. The result is building ‘McMansions’ and
installing a wide range of low cost inefficient appliances such as airconditioners, plasma
televisions, pool and spa pumps and so forth. Much of this is now being unwound by consumers
due to the flow through of higher network prices to recover these network costs.
Allowing standing contract prices to fluctuate in accordance with short term signals will
encourage further periods of boom-bust mentality in electricity consumption. Standing contracts
should provide a firm and stable platform for all users to assess the underlying costs and

14

Source: AEMO price and demand data
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therefore the price of electricity supply and make reasoned decisions. The standing contract
provides this signal, as well as providing a retailer of last resort safety net.

Impact on competition
The above discussion applies particularly to retailers serving customers on the standing contract.
However, given that the standing contract applies an effective cap price to retail tariffs (assuming
a sufficiently liquid customer base), competitive retailers could be expected to follow the same
strategy. Retailers who secure long-term contracts stand to make a loss in years where the
standing contract price is below the market LRMC, while (in order to remain competitive) are
unlikely to be able to pass on the full standing contract price in the higher priced years.
Without the competitive pressure to secure lower priced long-term contracts (through, for
example, constructing new generation or supporting construction through PPAs), diversity
between retailers (and, hence, opportunity for consumer choice) would likely be reduced.

Impact on market investment
Another potentially serious consequence of retailers ceasing to purchase long-term contracts
would be heightened revenue uncertainty for generators. This would likely lead to higher funding
costs and, ultimately, higher system costs (reflected through higher market prices, on average, for
example by delaying new investment in the market until prices are sufficiently high).
Although the need for new investment in South Australia is currently low, this may also impact on
new renewable generation required to meet the Renewable Energy Target.
This is not to suggest that it is the responsibility of retailers to ensure that any specific generator
is profitable or sustainable. However, a generator unable to compete successfully in the electricity
market is unlikely to be able to offer competitive long-term contracts. Conversely, those
generators which are sustainable will expect to recover their costs from the market, and hence
their contract prices would similarly reflect their long-term costs. In any case, a prudent retailer is
likely to face the long-term costs of generation.
Similarly, it is not the responsibility of the standing contract price to ensure that retailers remain
profitable regardless of their investment decisions or of future developments. For instance, if
carbon pricing or continued improvements in the cost of renewable generation results in new
generation undercutting existing long-term contracts (on an LRMC basis), consumers would not
expect to pay to support old contracts if cheaper alternatives feasibly exist; retailers accept the
risk and responsibility of building their portfolios appropriately. In this scenario, the LRMC
methodology would still pass on the genuinely lower LRMC costs to the standing contract.
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Box 1 – Large-scale Renewable Energy Target
A related example of a market at work is the procurement of Large-scale Generation Certificates
(LGCs) to meet the Large-scale Renewable Energy Target (LRET). The majority of LGCs are secured
by retailers through long term power purchase agreements with wind farms. This provides
increased revenue certainty to the wind farms, while ensuring that retailers are not exposed to
shortages of LGCs in the future (and potential high prices). “Unders and overs” are then traded
through the LGC spot market to adjust the retailer’s position in any one year.
Currently, however, LGC spot prices are low, driven partially by the “phantom RECs” produced
15
from rooftop solar PV systems and the Solar Multiplier but also by the relatively low volume of
LGCs traded on the spot market compared with contract volumes. Combined with currently low
electricity wholesale market prices, a retailer could presently procure at least a moderate quantity
of LGCs and energy for lower prices than those long-term PPAs.
However, without the financial certainty of a PPA, funding costs for renewable energy projects
would be higher, leading to either a shortage of LGCs or higher LGC costs, and ultimately
increasing the costs for meeting the scheme.

5)

PURPOSE OF STANDING CONTRACT

Ultimately, ROAM Consulting believes that a decision on whether to adopt an EPC or LRMC
approach depends on the purpose of the standing contract. ROAM notes that ESCOSA has
previously stated16:
“The Commission believes that the role of the standing contract price should be to restrain
the potential exercise of market power and to provide a safety net for small customers. It
should not represent the lowest sustainable energy price that might possibly be derived”
A further goal is to facilitate a market place where competition can flourish and can ultimately
drive the lowest possible (while still sustainable) prices. As the Commission notes (and, indeed,
includes in its determination) this involves an appropriate “headroom” on the price, which allows
space for retailers to compete. A price that is too low is likely to squeeze out competition –
particularly smaller retailers, who are less able to weather losses – even if retail prices rise (under
the EPC methodology) in a subsequent year.
ROAM acknowledges the importance of restraining the potential exercise of market power whilst
at the same time enabling consumer choice, but as ESCOSA points out this does not necessitate
offering the absolutely lowest possible price. If lower prices are sustainable in the market, then
then consumers can switch to a market contract; retail customer churn rates in the South
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See, for example, discussion in

http://www.australiansolarinstitute.com.au/SiteFiles/australiansolarinstitutecomau/Report_ASI00003__Solar_Market_Modelling_2012-06-06a.pdf
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2010 REVIEW OF RETAIL ELECTRICITY STANDING CONTRACT PRICE PATH, Final Inquiry Report & Final Price
Determination 2010 Review of Retail Electricity Standing Contract Price Path, December 2010. p A-31.
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Australia region are in line with other NEM regions which suggests that a reasonable level of retail
competition does exist at present17.
As an aside, recent research has suggested that some consumers who move to competitive retail
contracts may end up paying more for their electricity compared with staying on the standing
contract18. Possible interpretations include consumer confusion, market prices being too high or
regulated prices being too low; ROAM does not attempt to determine the underlying cause here.
Rather, ROAM acknowledges that care must be taken to ensure the purpose of the standing
contract is retained for those consumers who are least able to judge the potential risks and
savings of moving away from the standing contract, and to provide appropriate information (and,
if necessary, advertising guidelines) to enable consumers to make informed choices. This
argument, however, is separate from the determination of the underlying cost of supply for a
prudent retailer.

6)

CONCLUSION

The EPC methodology will present a short term view of prices that does not represent the true
costs of a prudent retailer. If regulated tariffs are below the retailers costs, competition in the
retail market is likely to suffer and retailers will be less likely to enter into long-term contracts
essential for the financing of generation, including renewables under the RET. Furthermore,
setting tariffs based on the short-term market prices exposes consumers to price volatility and
price signals that may be undesirable and ultimately poses a risk to the long-term viability of the
retail market.

17

http://www.aemo.com.au/Electricity/Data/Metering/~/media/Files/Other/data/ret_transfer_datafiles/NE
M_Monthly_Retail_Transfer_Statistics_201209.ashx
18

http://reneweconomy.com.au/2012/do-energy-consumers-benefit-from-competition-its-hard-to-see96279 and Exigency Management Pty Ltd submission to Senate Select Committee on Electricity Prices, 16
October 2012.
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